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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 The City of Windsor owns and operates Huron Lodge Long Term Care Home
(“Huron Lodge”), a state of the art, accredited long-term care home that provides
24 hour care. Huron Lodge is located at 1881 Cabana Road West in Windsor,
Ontario.
The Corporation of the City of Windsor (the “City”) is inviting Submissions to
provide caretaking and janitorial services at Huron Lodge as more particularly
described in this RFP. Services are currently performed by employees of the City.
If approved by Council, it is the intent of the City to award a three year Contract
for the Services, with two options for additional one year terms.
1.2 The Service Provider’s staff will be working alongside employees of The
Corporation of the City of Windsor who are members of CUPE and ONA
unionized bargaining units, and perform non-janitorial work.
1.3 Huron Lodge opened in 2007. It is a 177,000 square foot, 4-storey building,
divided into seven distinct living areas. The facility features private bedrooms,
some with private baths and others with semi-private baths.
1.4 The centre core of the facility provides common areas including an auditorium,
chapel, café, craft room, library, hairdressing salon, lounges, and activity areas.
Three elevators provide access to the centre core from all four building levels.
Other amenities include dental facilities, a therapy room, a main kitchen, and
seven home area kitchens, equipped with food service appliances and equipment,
a modern laundry facility, and a mechanical penthouse.
1.5 There are a total of 224 resident rooms, with thirty-two residents living in each of
seven residential areas, ensuring a sense of community. The site is
approximately 8.4 acres (3.4 hectares), including a parking lot, sidewalks, a
gazebo in the front, a secured garden in the rear, and landscaped walking paths
around the entire site.
1.6 Caretaking (Janitorial) services at Huron Lodge are directed by the Supervisor of
Maintenance, Contracts and Special Projects. The Supervisor of Maintenance,
Contracts and Special Projects will be the main contact for the Service Provider.
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2 DEFINITIONS
In this RFP, the following capitalized terms not otherwise defined shall have the
following meanings:
2.1

“All-Inclusive” means including everything and, for the purposes of a price
includes, without limitation, all costs, charges, fees and Disbursements and all
other compensation and consideration whatsoever.

2.2

“City” means The Corporation of the City of Windsor and includes any of its
designated employees, officials or agents who are engaged to represent the City
in its capacity as owner of the project and also includes an employee designated
to exercise discretion on behalf of the City. The term “Huron Lodge” is used
interchangeably with “City”.

2.3

“Cost Proposal” means a Proponent’s completed Cost Proposal and all materials
submitted with it; may also be referred to as “Envelope B”.

2.4

“Contract” means the written agreement to be entered into between the
successful Proponent and the City.

2.5

“Council” means the municipal council of the City.

2.6

“Disbursements” means those costs, expenses and disbursements necessary for,
as well as incidental to, the provision of Services pursuant to, or required by the
Contract which include, but are not limited to, software rights and licences and
other intellectual property rights, plans, sketches, drawings, graphic
representations, licence fees, levies, permits, and approvals, mileage,
accommodations, telephone and other communications device charges (including
long distances charges) transportation and fuel charges, postal and courier
charges, all printing, binding, photocopying, paper document reproduction and
other related expenses and all other things and incidentals necessary for
completing the Services in accordance with the Contract. All anticipated and
foreseeable Disbursements are to be accounted for in the lump sum fixed price
submitted in the Cost Proposal. No additional Disbursements will be paid by the
City, except as otherwise specified in the Contract or as otherwise expressly
agreed to in advance in writing by the City.

2.7

“Evaluation Committee” means the committee appointed to guide, monitor and
direct this RFP process and evaluate Submissions. The Evaluation Committee
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may obtain the assistance of consultants and advisors as the Evaluation
Committee may deem appropriate.
2.8

“Evaluation Contract” means the process contract created between the City and
any Proponent whose Services Proposal is compliant or substantially compliant
with the requirements of this RFP and meets the City’s established threshold, and
whose Cost Proposal is opened by the City.

2.9

“Irrevocability Period” means the period of 210 days immediately following
the Submission Deadline.

2.10 “Offer Document” means Appendix A, Offer Document.
2.11 “MOHLTC” means the Ontario Ministry Of Health and Long Term Care
2.12 “Proponent” means an individual, partnership or corporation participating in
this RFP by submitting a Submission.
2.13 “Purchasing Bylaw” means City By-law 93-2012, A By-law of the City of
Windsor Governing Purchasing Policies and Procedures, (found at
http://www.citywindsor.ca/cityhall/By-laws-Online/Documents/Purchasing_Bylaw_93-2012.pdf) in effect on the Submission Deadline and as it may be
amended from time to time.
2.14 “Purchasing Department” means the City’s Purchasing Department.
2.15 “Registered Proponent” means a Proponent who is listed on a Proponents list
for this RFP who then will be eligible to participate in this RFP either by picking
up the document through the Purchasing Department or through
www.biddingo.com. The Purchasing Department has the sole discretion to
determine whether or not a Proponent is a Registered Proponent.
2.16 “RFP” means, as the context requires, this request for proposals process and the
proposal documents, including all Appendices and any addenda which may be
issued.
2.17 “Services” means the supply of all labour, services, materials, vehicles, supplies
and equipment necessary to provide the scope of services as described in
accordance with Appendix H – Services and Appendix I – Frequency and
Additional Description of Services.
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2.18 “Service Provider” means the party providing Services under the Contract.
2.19 Services Proposal” means a Proponent’s completed Offer Document (Appendix
A) and all materials submitted with it; may also be referred to as “Envelope A”.
2.20 “Submission” means a Proponent’s Services Proposal and Cost Proposal.
2.21 “Submission Deadline” means 11:30:59 a.m. as recorded by the date and time
stamp clock in the City’s Purchasing Department on Friday September 2, 2016.
2.22 “Submission Location” means the City’s purchasing department located at:
400 City Hall Square East
Suite 403
Windsor, Ontario N9A 7K6

3 SUMMARY OF THE RFP PROCESS
3.1

Proponents should read this RFP carefully and thoroughly to understand all terms
and conditions. Proposals may be deemed non-compliant or be rejected for
failure to fulfil procedural or content requirements stipulated in this RFP.

3.2

As more particularly set out in this RFP, proponents are required to deliver a
Submission comprised of a Services Proposal (Envelope A) and a Cost Proposal
(Envelope B).

3.3

The Services Proposal requires each Proponent to provide information and
respond to questions which will enable the City to evaluate the Proponent’s
skills, resources and experience. The Services Proposal will be evaluated as to
whether the Proponents meet the City’s mandatory criteria and whether the
Services Proposal meets the City’s needs.

3.4

The Cost Proposal requires each Proponent to provide costing information. The
City will only open those Cost Proposals of Proponents whose Services Proposal
are deemed to meet the needs of the City.

3.5

The criteria for evaluation of the Submissions are set out in this RFP and further
identified in Appendix B.
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3.6

Proponents are encouraged to seek clarification or ask questions in respect of any
part of this RFP that is unclear. All questions or requests for clarification shall
be made in writing to purchasing@citywindsor.ca

3.7

Except as provided in this RFP, Proponents are not to contact any members of
the City’s administration, City Council, or any member of the evaluation team in
relation to this RFP.

3.8

By issuing this RFP, by receiving Proposals and by evaluating the Services
Proposal from any Proponent, the City does not intend to create the Evaluation
Contract with any Proponent. Where the City elects to open the Cost Proposal
from any Proponent, it does intend to create the Evaluation Contract with those
Proponents who have submitted a compliant or substantially compliant
Submission.

3.9

The City may reject Submissions received from Proponents who are not
Registered Proponents. If a Proponent who is not a Registered Proponent
submits a Submission, the City may in its discretion require the Proponent to
fulfill the steps necessary to become a Registered Proponent failing which the
City may reject the Submission.

4 QUESTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
4.1

All questions and requests for clarification are to be made in writing and
submitted to purchasing@citywindsor.ca using the subject line Huron Lodge
Long Term Care Facility – Caretaking Janitorial Service, 126-16. The City
will review all questions and, if a response is warranted, the question and the
response will be issued by way of written addendum to all Proponents. The City
may edit or rephrase the question or may not issue a response to any question
which, in the City’s opinion, does not require a response.

4.2

Questions must be received by no later than Friday August 26, 2016. The City
may, in its discretion, consider or respond to questions posed after this date, but
is under no obligation to do so.

4.3

This RFP may only be amended by addendum. Information, clarification,
responses or instructions provided in any other means regardless of setting or
context are not binding on the City and should not be relied upon unless an
addendum is issued.
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4.4

Any addendum issued under this RFP will become part of the RFP and
Proponents will be required to acknowledge addenda in their Submissions.

4.5

Except for any communications made in accordance with Section 4.1,
Proponents are not to contact:
4.5.1
4.5.2
4.5.3
4.5.4

4.6

any City staff;
any member of the Evaluation Committee;
any member of the Huron Lodge Board of Management; or,
any member of City Council, including the Mayor.

Failure to abide by this paragraph may result in disqualification of the Proponent
and rejection of its submission.

5 LOBBYING AND COLLUSION
5.1

Proponents are prohibited from engaging in conduct which is or could reasonably
be construed as any form of political or other lobbying, or as an attempt to
influence the outcome of this RFP.

5.2

A Proponent shall not discuss or communicate directly or indirectly with any
other Proponent any information whatsoever regarding the preparation of a
Submission. Submissions shall be prepared and submitted independently,
without communication, knowledge or comparison of information or any direct
or indirect arrangement with any other Proponent.

5.3

Failure of any Proponent to comply with this section may result in the
disqualification of the Proponent and the rejection of its Submission.

6 MANDATORY SITE MEETING
6.1

A mandatory site meeting will be held as follows:
Date:
Time:
Location:

Wednesday August 17, 2016
10:30:00 A.M. E.D.T.
Huron Lodge Long Term Care Facility,
1881 Cabana Rd W, Windsor, ON N9G 1C7
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6.2

Proponents shall attend the mandatory site meeting and shall sign the log upon
arrival at the site. Failure to attend the mandatory site meeting shall result in the
disqualification of the Proponent and the rejection of any Proposal submitted by
such Proponent.

7 REQUIREMENTS AND DELIVERABLES OF THE CONTRACT
7.1

The successful Proponent will demonstrate ability, qualifications and knowledge
in the following areas:
7.1.1 Minimum five (5) years experience providing janitorial services and
custodial maintenance services to office buildings and long term care or
health care facilities;
7.1.2 Demonstrated structure and strategy for meeting services requirements in a
timely/responsive fashion;
7.1.3 Excellent customer service skills as staff may be interacting with the public
in the conduct of their duties;
7.1.4 Knowledge of cleaning and sanitizing techniques, supplies, equipment,
sequences and best practices. Services will be performed by the Service
Provider’s cleaning staff who must be well trained in cleaning, basic
sanitation, safety and blood borne pathogens practices;
7.1.5 Knowledge of the Ministry of Health and Long Term Care Act and the
Occupational Health and Safety Act;
7.1.6 Knowledge of customer service, communications and organizational skills;
and
7.1.7 Ability to supervise subordinates in a manner conducive to full performance
and high morale.

7.2 These competencies will support the provision of the Services under the
Contract.
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7.2.1 The successful Proponent shall be required to fully adhere to the scope as
outlined in Appendix H-Scope of Service and Appendix I-Frequency and
Additional Services.

8 INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE SERVICES PROPOSAL
8.1

Proponents shall complete the Offer Document at Appendix A in permanent
medium. The Offer Document shall be signed in ink with an original
signature by a duly authorized signing officer of the Proponent. Where the
Proponent is a Joint Venture, each member of the Joint Venture must execute the
Offer Document and, for each member which is a corporation, the Offer
Document must be signed in ink with an original signature by a duly
authorized signing representative of the corporation. Copied, electronic or
scanned signatures will not be accepted. Failure to include the signed offer
document in your submission will result in automatic disqualification.

8.2

Attach or bind the Offer Document to all schedules, documents, pages and other
information set out in Appendix B – Submission Contents. Ensure that all such
material is clearly identified, using the same heading and numbering outlined in
Appendix B.

8.3

Proponents shall submit the Services Proposal in an envelope, box or other
opaque container clearly labelled “Huron Lodge Long Term Care Facility –
Caretaking Janitorial Service, 126-16, Services Proposal”.

8.4

Please use information found in Appendix G – Reference Materials to help
complete the Submission.

8.5

There shall be no reference or indication to cost in the Services Proposal,
either directly or indirectly. Any Proponent including cost information in its
Services Proposal may be disqualified, at the sole discretion of the Evaluation
Committee.

8.6

Any irregularity in the Services Proposal shall be governed by the Purchasing
Bylaw; specifically, Schedule B.
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9 INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE COST PROPOSAL
9.1

The Proponent shall complete its Cost Proposal at Appendix C in accordance
with this Section. Fill in all blank spaces in ink, or typewritten, providing all
information requested, and ensure that it is signed in ink with an original
signature by a duly authorized signing representative of the Proponent. Where
the Proponent is a Joint Venture, each member of the Joint Venture must execute
the Cost Proposal Form and, for each member which is a corporation, the Cost
Proposal Form must be signed in ink with an original signature by a duly
authorized signing representative of the corporation. Copied, electronic or
scanned signatures will not be accepted.

9.2

The Cost Proposal shall be completed in the format provided in Appendix C and
shall comprise of the following price breakdown:
9.2.1 Fixed, All-Inclusive weekly prices:
9.2.1.1

Caretaking (Janitorial) Services (including all services other than
Laundry);
9.2.1.1.1
Labour (staff and supervision)
9.2.1.1.2
Housekeeping supplies
9.2.1.1.3
Equipment (if any required)

9.2.1.2
Laundry Services; and,
9.2.1.2.1
Labour (staff and supervision)
9.2.1.2.2
Laundry supplies
9.2.1.2.3
Equipment (if any required)
9.2.2 Fixed, All-Inclusive hourly rates for the provision of any services not
contemplated by the Contract.
9.3

Cost Proposals must be sealed in a separate envelope marked “Huron Lodge
Long Term Care Facility – Caretaking Janitorial Services, 126-16, Cost
Proposal”.

9.4

Proponents are required to provide a Performance Security.
9.4.1 Attach to the Cost Proposal a performance security in the amount of
$10,000.00 in the form of one of the following:
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9.4.1.1
A certified cheque or bank draft payable to “The Corporation of
the City of Windsor”.
9.4.2 No form of performance security other than as set out in this paragraph
9.4.1.1 is acceptable. A Submission which does not include the required
performance security will be declared non-compliant.
9.4.3 The performance security of the successful Proponent will be retained by the
City to compensate the City for the damages it will suffer should the
successful Proponent fail to execute the Contract and/or otherwise breach the
Evaluation Contract. The City will return the performance security to all
non-successful Proponents.
9.4.4 Include the costs of the performance security in the total fixed All-Inclusive
weekly cost.

9.5

Any irregularity in the Cost Proposal shall be governed by the Purchasing Bylaw;
specifically, Schedule B.

10 DELIVERY OF SUBMISSIONS
10.1 The Proponent shall deliver one (1) original MARKED “ORIGINAL” OF
THE COST PROPOSAL AND SERVICES PROPOSAL and six (6) copies
MARKED “COPY” OF THE COST PROPOSAL AND SERVICES
PROPOSAL of its Submission to the Submission Location on or before the
Submission Deadline. Facsimile or electronic copies will not be accepted.
Submissions delivered after the Submission Deadline will be rejected.
10.2 Submissions may be amended prior to the Submission Deadline by submitting a
written amendment. Where a Proponent submits more than one Submission
before the Submission Deadline, the last Submission received will supersede and
shall invalidate all other Submissions submitted by that Proponent.
10.3 Where a Submission is delivered in multiple envelopes or containers, the time of
delivery of the last envelope or container shall be deemed to be the time of
delivery of the Submission. Submissions or parts of Submissions received after
the Submission Deadline will result in the Submission being returned unopened.
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10.4 Proponents are solely responsible for the method and timing of delivery of their
Submission(s). Submission(s) will only be deemed accepted when the
Submission(s) receives a date and time stamp from the Purchasing Department.
10.5 Submissions shall remain effective for the duration of the Irrevocability Period.

11 REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
11.1 The Evaluation Committee may contact any one or more Proponents to request
clarification of any information or materials submitted as part of a Submission or
to request additional or supplementary information (collectively, a “Request for
Additional Information”) without any obligation to contact any other
Proponent(s) with the same or any other Request for Additional Information. The
Proponent’s response to a Request for Additional Information may be in writing
or may be in the form of an attendance or oral presentation before the Evaluation
Committee, at the Evaluation Committee’s sole and absolute discretion.
11.2 Proponents shall respond promptly to all Requests for Additional Information.
Failure to provide a timely response to a Request for Additional Information may
have a negative impact on a Submission, or may result in rejection of a
Submission.
11.3 Any response received by the Evaluation Committee in response to a Request for
Additional Information may form an integral part of the Proponent’s Submission,
at the sole option of the Evaluation Committee.
11.4 Requests for Additional Information shall not be construed as award of a
Contract, acceptance or rejection of any Submission.

12 EVALUATION
12.1 Submissions will be evaluated as described in this section.
12.2 The Evaluation process will be conducted by the Evaluation Committee,
although others, including City staff and advisors, may be asked to review the
Submission as deemed appropriate by the Evaluation Committee.
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12.3 This RFP will be evaluated in accordance with its terms.
12.4 Subject to the other rights described in this RFP, the Evaluation Committee will
first evaluate each compliant or substantially compliant Services Proposal to
determine if the Proponent has satisfied the stated mandatory criteria to perform
the Contract. Any Proponent failing to satisfy the mandatory criteria shall be
disqualified, its Submission shall receive no further consideration, and its Cost
Proposal shall be returned unopened.
12.5 The Services Proposals will be evaluated in accordance with the evaluation
criteria found at Appendix D which include, but are not limited to:
12.5.1 Information obtained by references provided by the Proponent;
12.5.2 Information obtained from third parties;
12.5.3 Contents, completeness, clarity and responsiveness of the Proponent’s
Services Submission;
12.5.4 Information provided by the Proponent in response to any Request for
Additional Information;
12.5.5 Any other information provided by the Proponent or obtained by the City
during the RFP process.
12.6 The Proponent may have an opportunity to meet with the Evaluation Committee,
upon receiving a request from the Evaluation Committee. The nature and length
of such meeting will be determined by the Evaluation Committee in consultation
with the Proponent. If a Proponent is invited to such a meeting the Proponent
and the Evaluation Committee will both be at liberty to discuss in detail all
aspects of the Proponent’s Services Submission. The Evaluation Committee may
convene more than one meeting with a Proponent. The fact that the Evaluation
Committee decides to meet with one Proponent does not in any way oblige it to
meet with any other Proponent(s).
12.7 Following evaluation of the Services Proposal, subject always to all rights
described in this RFP, the Evaluation Committee will identify one or more
Proponents whose overall Services Proposal achieved a score of 70% or greater
upon evaluation. The unopened Cost Proposals of those Proponents who failed
to meet this standard will be returned.
12.8 Subject to the other rights described in this RFP, the City shall open the Cost
Proposal of any Proponent achieving a minimum score of 70% on its Services
Proposal and shall score the Cost Submission in accordance with the evaluation
matrix shown at Appendix D.
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12.9 The Proponent with the highest ranking following the completion of the
evaluation shall be identified as the successful Proponent.
12.10 A Proponent’s submission or the Evaluation Committee’s evaluation of any
Services Proposal or Cost Proposal does not obligate the City to identify any
Proponent as the Successful Proponent, accept any Submission, award the
Contract, or proceed further with this RFP. The City may, in its sole and
unfettered discretion, and for any or no reason, reject any or all Submissions or
cancel this RFP in whole or in part any time prior to the execution of the
Contract by the Successful Proponent.

13 RIGHTS OF THE CITY
13.1 In addition to any other express rights or any other rights which may be implied
in the circumstances, the City reserves the right to:
13.1.1 reject any and all Proposals in accordance with the Purchasing Bylaw;
13.1.2 verify with any Proponent or with a third party and information contained
in or submitted as part of the Services Submission;
13.1.3 check references other than those provided by the Proponent;
13.1.4 disqualify any Proponent whose Submission contains misrepresentations
or any other inaccurate or misleading information relating to matters
which the City, in its sole discretion, considers material;
13.1.5 cancel this RFP at any time before award;
13.1.6 make no award of contract;
13.1.7 audit the services provided by the Proponent and the fulfillment of the
Proponent’s obligations under the contract. The Proponent shall cooperate
with such audit or audit process. The cost of any such audit (s) shall be at
the City’s cost.

14 AWARD OF CONTRACT
14.1 Subject to the rights described in this RFP, if Council so resolves, the City may
notify the Proponent with the highest ranking that it is the Successful Proponent
by issuing written notice.
14.2 The City may, at its option and in its sole and absolute discretion:
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14.2.1 At any time prior to the expiration of the Irrevocability period, identify the
Successful Proponent and accept the Successful Proponent’s Submission
as submitted;
14.2.2 At any time prior to the expiration of the Irrevocability period, identify the
Successful Proponent and enter into negotiations with the Successful
Proponent over any aspect of the Successful Proponent’s Submission.
14.3 Notwithstanding any negotiations between the City and the Successful
Proponent, all Proponents’ Submissions shall remain irrevocable and open for
acceptance by the City for the duration of the Irrevocability Period in any event
and regardless of any negotiation undertaken by the City with the Successful
Proponent.
14.4 If the Successful Proponent fails to enter into the Contract with the City, subject
to all other rights, the City shall identify the next-highest ranked Proponent as the
Successful Proponent, until the City terminates the process or until such time as
no Proponents remain for acceptance.
14.5 Within seven (7) business days of receipt of the written notice, the successful
Proponent shall deliver to the City:
14.5.1 certified true copies of all insurance policies required by the Contract;
14.5.2 a current WSIB clearance certificate as may be required.
14.6 The Contract shall be prepared by the City and shall include all mandatory terms
found at Appendix “E”
14.7 The successful Proponent shall execute the Contract and shall deliver the
executed original to the City within seven (7) business days of the Proponent’s
receipt of the same.

15 LIMIT OF LIABILITY
15.1 The liability of the City to any Proponent for any claims arising out of this RFP
including negligence and/or the City’s breach of the Evaluation Contract, shall be
limited to the lesser of the actual loss suffered by the Proponent and two
thousand dollars ($2,000).
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16 ACCURACY OF RFP
16.1 To the best of the City’s knowledge, all information provided in this RFP is
accurate; however nothing in this RFP shall relieve the Proponents from
undertaking all investigation and clarification on all matters related to this RFP.
The City does not represent or warrant the accuracy or completeness of any
information provided and no allowance will be made for additional costs nor will
any claim be considered in connection with conditions or circumstances that
could have been reasonably ascertained by the Proponents had reasonable efforts
been made prior to the Submission Deadline.

17 PROPONENT’S COSTS
17.1 Proponents shall bear all costs and expenses in any way related to the
preparation, submission or progress of this RFP, including but not limited to the
gathering of information, attending or participating in any interviews or site
meetings, the preparation of the Submission or responding to any questions or
clarifications or requests for additional information made by the City.

18 CONFIDENTIALITY AND MFIPPA
18.1 All information provided by or obtained from the City in connection with this
RFP is the sole property of the City and must be treated as confidential. Such
information is not to be used for any purpose other than responding to this RFP.
Upon conclusion of this RFP process, if requested by the City, Proponents shall
return all information provided by the City or obtained by the Proponents within
this RFP process.
18.2 By submitting a Submission, Proponents acknowledge that the contents of their
Submission will be disclosed to the Evaluation Committee and may be disclosed
to City Council and to the City’s staff or advisors. The City will use reasonable
efforts to protect pricing, commercial terms and other sensitive and confidential
information provided by the Proponents and identified as being confidential
information (the “Confidential Material”) however the City accepts no liability in
the event that the Confidential Material, or any part of it, is disclosed even if the
City, its advisors, staff, members of Council, or other person associated with the
City may have been negligent with respect to such disclosure.
18.3 Proponents are further advised that the City may be required to disclose parts or
all of a Submission pursuant to the Municipal Freedom of Information and
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Protection of Privacy Act (the “Act”) Subject to the provisions of the Act, the
City will use reasonable efforts to safeguard the confidentiality of any
information identified by a Proponent as confidential, but shall not be liable in
any way whatsoever to any Proponent if such information is disclosed based on
an order or decision made under the Act or any other applicable legislation,
including the Municipal Act, 2001.

19 PUBLIC STATEMENTS
19.1 Proponents shall not publish, issue or make any statements or news release,
electronic or otherwise, concerning their or any other Submission, the RFP, the
evaluation of the Submission, or the award of the Contract or cancellation of the
RFP, without the express prior written consent of the City.

20 CONFLICT OF INTEREST
20.1 Proponents must disclose in writing to the City, any present or potential conflicts
of interest involving any member of City Council or staff employed or consultant
hired in any capacity by the city or any City agency, board or commission that:
20.1.1 has a direct or indirect financial interest in the award of the Contract to any
Proponent;
20.1.2 is currently employed by, or is a consultant to or under contract to a
Proponent;
20.1.3 is negotiating or has an arrangement concerning future employment or
contracting with any Proponent; or,
20.1.4 has an ownership interest in, or is an officer or director of any Proponent.
20.2 Subject to other rights in this RFP, the City reserves the right to reject a
Submission from any Proponent having a conflict of interest in the project that,
in the sole and unfettered discretion of the City, cannot be managed or
minimized.

21 APPLICABLE LAW
21.1 This RFP and any Evaluation Contract which may arise shall be construed in
accordance with and be governed by the laws of the Province of Ontario and
each of the Proponents attorns to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of
Ontario.
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APPENDIX “A” – OFFER DOCUMENT
PROPOSAL NO. 126-16 Huron Lodge Long Term Care Facility, Caretaking Janitorial Services
This Proposal is submitted by:
Proponent’s Registered Legal Business Name

Mailing Address

City, Province/State, Postal/Zip

Proponent Contact Person
(

)

E-mail address
(

Telephone

)

Facsimile

1.

I, WE DECLARE that no person, firm or Corporation other than the one whose signature or the
signature of whose proper officers is or are attached above, has any interest in this Proposal or in the
contract proposed to be taken.

2.

I, WE FURTHER DECLARE that this Proposal is made without any connection, knowledge,
comparison or figures or arrangements with any other Proponent, firm or person making a Proposal
for the same services and is in all respects fair and without collusion or fraud.

3.

The undersigned have carefully read and understand the requirements in this RFP, have satisfied
ourselves as to the scope of services required and the conditions under which those services are to be
provided and do hereby submit our Envelopes “A” and “B” (Envelope “B” being in a separate,
marked envelope).

4.

The undersigned hereby agrees to comply in all respects with the requirements as specified in the
RFP attached hereto, which specifications and conditions are to be read with and form part of this
proposal.

Dated at ___________________ this _______ day of________________________, 2016
________________________________
Corporate Name
________________________________
Name of Signatory (Please Print)

____________________________
Signature, and Title

The Corporation of the City of Windsor
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APPENDIX “B” – SUBMISSION CONTENTS
It is important that Proponents present the information set out in this Appendix so that it can be
readily understood and evaluated. A Proponent’s Submission should address all of the items set out
in this Appendix, in the order in which they appear and using the same headings and numbering
sequence.
Proponents should attach schedules, documents, pages and other material to the
completed Offer Document, clearly identifying the matter(s) addressed in such schedules,
documents, pages and material.
1.

Declaration of Conflict. Include a declaration of conflict statement which identifies any
person(s) employed or consultant hired by the City in any capacity that:
1.
2.
3.
4.

2.

3.

has a direct or indirect financial interest in the award of the Contract to any
Proponent;
is currently employed by, or is a consultant to or under contract to a Proponent;
is negotiating or has an arrangement concerning future employment or contracting
with any Proponent;
has an ownership interest in, or is an officer or director of any Proponent.

Proponent Information. The following information should be included:
1.

If the Proponent is a Joint Venture, identify the contractual arrangements among the
parties to the Joint Venture; the corporate resources of each party to the Joint
Venture; the lead or single point of contact for the City; confirmed roles for each of
the parties to the Joint Venture; and include a letter from each party to the Joint
Venture acknowledging the structure of the Joint Venture, and that each will be
jointly and severally liable to the City if the Proponent is awarded the Contract.

2.

A description of the Proponent, its activities and organization, and a history and
overview of operations.

3.

Where the Proponent is a Joint Venture, the activities of each member of the Joint
Venture, and its/their corporate resources.

Experience. Provide a narrative which details and demonstrates the Proponent’s experience
and why the Proponent is uniquely qualified to carry out the services under the Contract.
Such experience details should be relevant to the project at hand and be of similar size and
scope.
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4.

Proponent Qualifications. Describe the Proponent’s qualifications, experience and
expertise respecting the competencies outlined in Section 7, or Instructions to Proponents.
Include reference to specific key personnel if necessary.

5.

Delivery Model Proposed. The following information should be included:

6.

1.

Provide a detailed narrative which demonstrates the Proponent’s delivery model that
will be used to provide the required services as outlined by the City in Section 7.2 and
Appendix H and I. The Service Provider shall include a detailed explanation of how
the performance requirements of the contract are proposed to be met, including the
proposed staffing, hours and organizational structure.

2.

Provide a detailed narrative and proposed staffing schedule which demonstrates the
Proponent’s ability to provide replacement and supplemental workers on an as needed
basis. Provide detailed internal processes for accomplishing this objective.

3.

Include a listing of products and equipment, and describe the quality of the products
and equipment being proposed as part of this contract.

Qualifications and Clearances. The following information should be included:
1.

7.

References. The following information should be included:
1.

8.

Provide evidence that the Service Provider has the capability to provide the personnel
required to meet the scope of service described herein:
a. bonding for personnel with vulnerable sector police clearance;
b. medical clearances;
c. vaccinations.

A list of clients, completed on the attached Appendix B Schedule 1, including contact
names, email addresses and telephone numbers, for those projects noted under
Section 3 – Experience.

Proponent Personnel and Staffing. The following information should be included:
1.

The proposed organizational structure of the Proponent’s staff and their anticipated
interrelationship with the City and its staff. Provide the name and position of the
person proposed as the key liaison.
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2.

A complete list of the management staff at all levels who would be responsible for the
City’s project. This list should include the key liaison as well as that individual’s
direct manager and so on, as well as their office locations.

3.

Resumes/curriculum vitae for all of the individuals referred to above.

4.

Details of the proposed staff complement and supervision. Provide details of backup
coverage for holidays and sick leave.

5.

Details of all staff training programmes, including copies of training materials.

6.

State if the Submission anticipates / is based on the use of union or non-union
employees. Attach a copy of any applicable collective agreement. If the Submission
anticipates using union employees, provide a five (5) year history of strikes and
details of how each was resolved, and advise whether the collective agreement allows
or prohibits strikes. If required, include a strike management plan to ensure that
services continue in the event of a labour disruption.

9.

Health, Safety and Workplace Violence and Harassment Acknowledgement. Sign and
enclose the form at Appendix F.

10.

Start-Up Plan. The following information should be included:
1.

11.

Provide a narrative describing in detail the Bidder’s start-up plan / process, including
timeframe/timelines, if awarded the Contract, to ensure a smooth transition to provide
uninterrupted Caretaking Janitorial services for the City.

Other Value Added Service and Information. Attach any additional material which is not
specifically referred to or requested above but which the Proponent believes is relevant to its
Submission or that will demonstrate the required abilities, qualifications and expertise
described in this RFP document.
-END OF APPENDIX “B” -
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APPENDIX “B” - SCHEDULE 1
REFERENCE INFORMATION
Client

Contact

Telephone

Email

Size

Value

Year

-END OF APPENDIX “B, Schedule 1”-
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APPENDIX “C” – COST PROPOSAL
TO:

The Corporation of the City of Windsor
Attention: Purchasing Department
Legal Services Department
400 City Hall Square
Suite 403
Windsor, ON N9A 7K6

Name of Proponent:
_____________________________________________________________________
Business Address:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Phone:________________________________ Fax:___________________________
Contact name for future correspondence and inquiries:
Name_____________________________

Title:___________________________

Phone:____________________________

Fax: ___________________________

E-mail: ____________________________

We have read and we fully understand the requirements of the RFP, including the scope and
nature of the services, the applicable timelines, the Contract, and any addenda issued by the
City. We acknowledge that the opening of the Cost Proposal constitutes an offer from the City
to enter the Evaluation Contract described in the RFP. We also acknowledge that, by
submitting a Submission which substantially complies with the material requirements of the
RFP, we accept that offer.
Having carefully examined the RFP, including all of the Appendices and including addendum
numbers ________________, having fully investigated and ascertained existing conditions,
circumstances and limitations affecting the services required under the Contract:
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1.

We offer to enter into the Contract with the City to provide the services required under the
Contract for the fixed, All-Inclusive weekly prices of:

Description

Weekly Cost
Canadian Dollars $

Caretaking (Janitorial) Services (including all services
other than Laundry)
Labour (staff and supervision)

Housekeeping Supplies

Equipment
Equipment (if any)
NOTE: submit a price of zero dollars if no equipment is
required
Caretaking (Janitorial) Services Sub-Total
Laundry Services
Labour (staff and supervision)

Laundry Supplies

Equipment
Equipment (if any)
NOTE: submit a price of zero dollars if no equipment is
required
Laundry Services Sub-Total

TOTAL CANADIAN DOLLARS $_________________________/week

The above fixed All-Inclusive weekly prices:
(a)

excludes the harmonized sales tax, but includes all other taxes and duties;
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(b)

are fixed, All-Inclusive weekly prices for the provision of the services contemplated
by the Contract.

2.
We offer the following fixed, All-Inclusive hourly rates for the provision of any services not
contemplated by the Contract:

Position

Hourly Rate
(Weekdays)
Canadian Dollars $

Hourly Rate
(Weekends/Holidays)
Canadian Dollars $

Caretaker

The above fixed All-Inclusive hourly rates:
(a)

excludes the harmonized sales tax, but includes all other taxes and duties;

(b)

are fixed, All-Inclusive hourly rates for the provision of the services not
contemplated by the Contract.

DECLARATIONS
A.
We declare that our Submission is not made in connection with any other Proponent and is,
in all respects, fair and made without collusion or fraud.
B.

We declare that our Submission applies and complies with any applicable fair wage
practices.

C.

We acknowledge and agree that our Submission is irrevocable and open for acceptance by
the City for a period of two hundred and ten (210) days starting from the day after the
Submission Deadline.

D.

We acknowledge and agree that, if awarded the Contract, we will:
(a)

execute the Contract and deliver the executed original to the City within seven (7)
business days of our receipt of the same;

(b)

comply with the City’s performance security requirements;

(c)

deliver to the City, within seven (7) business days of our receipt of notice of
selection:
(i)

proof of all insurance required by the Contract; and,
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(ii)

a current WSIB clearance certificate if applicable.

We acknowledge and agree that we will be in breach of the Evaluation Contract if we fail to
comply with any of the above.

Signed, sealed and submitted for and on behalf of:
PROPONENT
DATE

_________________________

SIGNATURE

____________________________________________

Name and Title

____________________________________________

I have authority to bind the Proponent named above
-END OF APPENDIX “C”-
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APPENDIX “D” – EVALUATION CRITERIA
1.

Evaluation of Services Proposal

The Services Proposal will comprise 70% of the overall Proponent score. The evaluation criteria and relative
weightings are to be applied as follows, referencing Appendix B:
EVALUATION CRITERIA

WEIGHT

Delivery Model proposed

30

Experience, qualifications and skill within each of the services

20

Organization of proponent team and key personnel

15

Ability to provide replacement and supplemental workers.

15

Areas and level of expertise in various types of facilities

10

References

5

Other Value Added Services

5

Total

100
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2.

Evaluation of Cost Proposal

The Cost Proposal will comprise 30% of the overall value of the Proponent score and is further
broken down as follows:
Price Component

Weight

Total sum of all the fixed, All-Inclusive Weekly prices

25

Total sum of all the fixed, All-Inclusive hourly rate prices

5

2.1.

Total sum of all the fixed, All-Inclusive weekly prices

The lowest Total sum of all the fixed, All-Inclusive weekly prices will be assigned a score of 25
marks. The remaining Total sum of all the fixed, All-Inclusive weekly prices amounts will be
allocated points in accordance with the following formula:
Lowest Rate
Rate
2.2

x 25

Total sum of all the fixed, All-Inclusive hourly rate prices

The lowest Total sum of all the fixed, All-Inclusive hourly rate prices will be assigned a score of 5
marks. The remaining Total sum of all the fixed, All-Inclusive hourly rate prices amounts will be
allocated points in accordance with the following formula:
Lowest Rate
Rate

x5

-END OF APPENDIX “D”-
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APPENDIX “E” – MANDATORY CONTRACT TERMS
Indemnification and Insurance:
The Service Provider covenants and agrees that it will at all times indemnify and save harmless
the City, its officers, servants and agents from and against all loss or damage, and from and
against all actions, suits, claims and demands whatsoever which may be made or brought
against the City, its officers, servants and agents by reason or in consequence of the execution
and performance of the Work by the Service Provider, its servants, agents or employees.
Prior to commencing work the Service Provider shall provide the City with a Clearance
Certificate from the Workplace Safety and Insurance Board of Ontario ensuring that all
premiums have been paid to the date indicated on the Certificate, and agrees to provide further
and other such Certificates upon demand.
The Service Provider shall provide, maintain and pay for the following insurance:
General Liability Insurance with a limit of liability of no less than five million dollars
($5,000,000.00) per occurrence which shall be primary and non-contributing with, and
not in excess of, any other insurance held or obtained by the City; and,
If a company vehicle is to be used by the Service Provider in completing the Work,
automobile liability insurance in respect of those owned or leased vehicles used directly
or indirectly in the performance of the Work with a limit of liability of not less than two
million dollars ($2,000,000) for each and every loss.
The Corporation of the City of Windsor shall be named as an additional insured in the policy of
commercial general liability insurance and the policy shall contain a cross-liability/separation
clause.
It is understood and agreed that the coverage provided by these policies will not be changed or
amended in any way to the detriment of the City of Windsor, nor cancelled by the Service
Provider until 30 days after written notice by registered mail of such change or cancellations
has been delivered to the City of Windsor. Proof of the insurance coverage shall be in form
satisfactory to the Manager of Purchasing or his designate prior to commencing of any work or
activity being performed. The Service Provider shall be responsible for all losses within the
deductible limit.
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The Service Provider shall maintain in good standing coverage under the Workplace Safety and
Insurance Act, 1997, (“WSIB”) as may be required. If the Service Provider is an independent
contractor/owner for the purposes of WSIB, the Service Provider shall provide appropriate
WSIB documentation confirming same.
MFIPPA
The City is subject to the Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act,
R.S.O.1990, c.M.56, as amended (“MFIPPA”) with respect to, and protection of, information
under its custody and control. Accordingly, all documents provided to the City in response to
this RFP will be available to the public unless the party submitting the information requests that
it be treated as confidential. The Service Provider acknowledges that all information is subject
to MFIPPA and will be subject to release under the Act, notwithstanding any such request to
keep the information confidential.
AODA Customer Service Standard
The City of Windsor is committed to providing equal treatment to people with disabilities with
respect to the use and benefit of City services, programs, and goods in a manner that respects their
dignity and that is equitable in relation to the broader public. All bidders, Suppliers and Contractors
who provide goods, services or construction to the City shall comply with the Accessibility for
Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005, and all Regulations emanating therefrom.
Accessible Procurement
Accessibility criteria will be considered throughout the procurement process. Suppliers, contractors
and manufacturers should identify features of their product or services which meet the relevant
standards. Link to Integrated Accessibility Standards: http://www.elaws.gov.on.ca/html/source/regs/english/2011/elaws_src_regs_r11191_e.htm
Where specific accessibility requirements are identified, they will be clearly stated in the
procurement document and will be given appropriate consideration throughout the procurement
process.
Accessible Customer Service Standard
Effective 1 January 2010, third party Contractors who deal with the public or other third parties on
behalf of the City, as well as contractors who participate in developing City policies, practices or
procedures governing the provision of goods and services to members of the public or other third
parties, must conform with the Accessibility Standards for Customer Service, O. Reg. 429/07 under
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the Accessibility for Ontarians With Disabilities Act, 2005 (“AODA”).
Contractors shall ensure:
1) Their employees are trained on serving persons with disabilities as outlined under the
Standards for Customer Service
2) Training records are maintained, including dates when training is provided, the number of
employees who received training and individual training records.
This information will be made available, if requested by the City.
Further information on the Standards for Customer Service including training resources for
contractors and the City of Windsor Accessible Customer Service Policy can be found under the
Accessibility link on the City of Windsor website www.citywindsor.ca
Canada Revenue Agency Regulation 105
Regulation 105 of the Income Tax Act requires every person (whether resident or non-resident in
Canada) who pays a non-resident person (individual, corporation, partnership, joint venture, limited
liability company, or other) a fee, commission, or other amount for services rendered in Canada, to
deduct and withhold 15% tax from such a payment. For more detailed information, see Canada
Revenue Agency’s (CRA) publications 75-6R2, RC4445 and T4A-NR.
For those non-residents providing services in Canada, there may be an opportunity to have
Regulation 105 withholdings waived by the CRA. Following is a link to the waiver application:
http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/E/pbg/tf/r105/README.html.
For purposes of satisfying the requirements of Regulation 105 of the Income Tax Act, The
Corporation of the City of Windsor requires that either a waiver from the CRA or a Declaration and
Indemnity, satisfactory in form and content to the City, be provided for all work or services
performed for the City. Failure to provide either the waiver or the Declaration and Indemnity shall
result in the City deducting or otherwise withholding from payment, the required 15%.
City Right to Audit
The City shall have the right to audit the services provided by the Proponent and the fulfillment of
the Proponent’s obligations under the contract. The Proponent shall cooperate with such audit or
audit process. The cost of any such audit (s) shall be at the City’s cost.
-END OF APPPENDIX “E”-
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APPENDIX “F” - HEALTH, SAFETY AND WORKPLACE VIOLENCE AND
HARASSMENT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM

All work performed under this Proposal must be carried out in accordance with the terms and conditions
of the OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY ACT. R.S.O. 1990, as amended and any other
applicable legislation. Furthermore, all pertinent safety rules and regulations of the City must be
followed. The City reserves the right to obtain the Health and Safety records from the appropriate
Ontario Government Ministry of the selected Proponent and may determine its selection of the
successful Proponent based upon these records. Responsibility for compliance with the Act and
Regulations rests exclusively with the Proponent and may be subject to the scrutiny of the City.
Regulations are available from the Ministry of Labour offices.
Failure to comply with Safety Regulations, as set out above, may result in the immediate cancellation
of this contract. The successful Proponent shall become familiar with the City’s Health & Safety
policies and procedures, and shall be required to submit a copy of their company Health & Safety
procedures. All work performed must comply with WHMIS Legislation & Regulations.
I acknowledge that I understand my responsibilities under the Occupational Health & Safety Act,
R.S.O. 1990, as amended, and agree that all workers under my employment will comply with this
Act and all other applicable regulations.
I acknowledge that willful or persistent violations of the Occupational Health and Safety Act and
Regulations for this service will be cause for termination of service.
The City maintains a zero-tolerance approach to all forms of workplace violence and harassment.
The Contractor, its employees, servants and agents shall abide by all policies and procedures
established by the City in respect of the prevention of workplace violence and harassment, including
but not limited to the Workplace Violence and Workplace Harassment policies. All such policies
will be provided by the City to the Contractor at the Contractor’s request.

Signed

(Authorized Agent)
Name printed
(Company name)
(Address)
-END OF APPENDIX “F” –
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APPENDIX “G” – REFERENCE MATERIALS

1. Drawings of each floor of the facility and a site plan.
2. Huron Lodge Residents’ Bill of Rights.
3. List of janitorial supplies currently used at Huron Lodge.

[SEE FOLLOWING PAGES]
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SOUTH WING
DECEMBER, 2013

HURON LODGE

THIRD FLOOR KEY PLAN

LEGEND
FIRE HOSE CABINET
FP

FIRE PULL STATION
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FIRE ALARM
EXIST SIGN

THIRD FLOOR PLAN
EAST WING
DECEMBER, 2013

HURON LODGE

THIRD FLOOR KEY PLAN

LEGEND
FIRE HOSE CABINET
FP

FIRE PULL STATION
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FIRE ALARM
EXIST SIGN

THIRD FLOOR PLAN
CENTRAL AREA

DECEMBER, 2013

HURON LODGE

THIRD FLOOR KEY PLAN

LEGEND
FIRE HOSE CABINET
FP

FIRE PULL STATION
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FIRE ALARM
EXIST SIGN

DECEMBER, 2013

THIRD FLOOR PLAN
WEST WING

HURON LODGE

THIRD FLOOR KEY PLAN

LEGEND
FIRE HOSE CABINET
FP

FIRE PULL STATION
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FIRE ALARM
EXIST SIGN

THIRD FLOOR PLAN
NORTH WING

DECEMBER, 2013

HURON LODGE

FORTH FLOOR KEY PLAN

LEGEND
FIRE HOSE CABINET
FP

FIRE PULL STATION
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FIRE ALARM
EXIST SIGN

FORTH FLOOR PLAN
SOUTH WING
DECEMBER, 2013

HURON LODGE

FORTH FLOOR KEY PLAN

LEGEND
FIRE HOSE CABINET
FP

FIRE PULL STATION
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FIRE ALARM
EXIST SIGN

FORTH FLOOR PLAN
EAST WING
DECEMBER, 2013

HURON LODGE

FORTH FLOOR KEY PLAN

LEGEND
FIRE HOSE CABINET
FP

FIRE PULL STATION
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FIRE ALARM
EXIST SIGN

FORTH FLOOR PLAN
CENTRAL AREA

DECEMBER, 2013

HURON LODGE

FORTH FLOOR KEY PLAN

LEGEND
FIRE HOSE CABINET
FP

FIRE PULL STATION
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FIRE ALARM
EXIST SIGN

DECEMBER, 2013

FORTH FLOOR PLAN
WEST WING

HURON LODGE

FORTH FLOOR KEY PLAN

LEGEND
FIRE HOSE CABINET
FP

FIRE PULL STATION
FIRE EXTINGUISHER
FIRE ALARM
EXIST SIGN

FORTH FLOOR PLAN
NORTH WING

DECEMBER, 2013
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HURON LODGE
RESIDENTS’ BILL OF RIGHTS
1. Every Resident has the right to be treated with courtesy and respect and in a way that fully
recognizes the Resident’s individuality and respects the Resident’s dignity.
2. Every Resident has the right to be protected from abuse.
3. Every Resident has the right not to be neglected by the licensee or staff.
4. Every Resident has the right to be properly sheltered, fed, clothed, groomed and cared for in a
manner consistent with his or her needs.
5. Every Resident has the right to live in a safe and clean environment.
6. Every Resident has the right to exercise the rights of a citizen.
7. Every Resident has the right to be told who is responsible for and who is providing the
Resident’s direct care.
8. Every Resident has the right to be afforded privacy in treatment and in caring for his or her
personal needs.
9. Every Resident has the right to have his or her participation in decision-making respected.
10. Every Resident has the right to keep and display personal possessions, pictures and furnishings
in his or her room subject to safety requirements and the rights of other residents.
11. Every Resident has the right to,
i. Participate fully in the development, implementation, review and revision of his or her plan of
care,
ii. Give or refuse consent to any treatment, care or services for which his or her consent is required
by law and to be informed of the consequences of giving or refusing consent.
iii. Participate fully in making any decision concerning any aspect of his or her care, including any
decision concerning his or her admission, discharge or transfer to or from a long-term care home
or a secure unit and to obtain an independent opinion with regard to any of those matters, and
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iv. Have his or her personal health information within the meaning of the Personal Health
Information Protection Act, 2004 kept confidential in accordance with that Act, and to have
access to his or her records of personal health information, including his or her plan of care, in
accordance with that Act.
12. Every Resident has the right to receive care and assistance towards independence based on a
restorative care philosophy to maximize independence to the greatest extent possible.
13. Every Resident has the right not to be restrained, except in the limited circumstances provided
for under this Act and subject to the requirements provided for under this Act.
14. Every Resident has the right to communicate in confidence, receive visitors of his or her choice
and consult in private with any person without interference.
15. Every Resident who is dying or who is very ill has the right to have family and friends present 24
hours per day.
16. Every Resident has the right to designate a person to receive information concerning any transfer
or any hospitalization of the Resident and to have that person receive that information
immediately.
17. Every Resident has the right to raise concerns or recommend changes in policies and services on
behalf of himself or herself or others to the following persons and organizations without
interference and without fear of coercion, discrimination or reprisal, whether directed at the
Resident or anyone else.
i. The Residents’ Council
ii. The Family Council
iii. The licensee, and, if the licensee is a corporation, the directors and officers of the corporation,
and, in the case of a home approved under Part VIII, a member of the committee of management
for the home under section 132 or of the board of management for the home under section 125 or
129.
iv. Staff members,
v. Government officials,
vi. Any other person inside or outside the long-term care home.
18. Every Resident has the right to form friendships and relationships and to participate in the life of
the long-term care home.
19. Every Resident has the right to have his or her lifestyle and choices respected.
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20. Every Resident has the right to participate in the Residents’ Council.
21. Every Resident has the right to meet privately with his or her spouse or another person in a room
that assures privacy.
22. Every Resident has the right to share a room with another Resident according to their mutual
wishes, if appropriate accommodation is available.
23. Every Resident has the right to pursue social, cultural, religious, spiritual and other interests to
develop his or her potential and to be given reasonable assistance by the licensee to pursue these
interests and to develop his or her potential.
24. Every Resident has the right to be informed in writing of any law, rule or policy affecting
services provided to the Resident and of the procedures for initiating complaints.
25. Every Resident has the right to manage his or her own financial affairs unless the Resident lacks
the legal capacity to do so.
26. Every Resident has the right to be given access to protected outdoor areas in order to enjoy
outdoor activity unless the physical setting makes this impossible.
27. Every Resident has the right to have any friend, family member, or other person of importance to
the resident attend any meeting with the licensee or the staff of the home. 2007, c.8, s. 3(1)
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Janitorial Supplies Currently Used at Huron Lodge (not all-inclusive)

Cleaning Supplies
94266308 DIVERSEY SUMA ELIMINEX FOAMING DRAIN CLEANER
904678 SUMA STOP SLIP TRACTION TREATMENT
#5705 ECOLAB CBC PLUS BOWL CLEANER
#LF774G CHEMSPEC DYNAFORCE 77 (CARPET CLEANER)
CHEMSPEC URINE CONTAMINATION TREATMENT (1L)
#4965 DIVERSEY GP FORWARD SC - J-FILL
#4995359 DIVERSEY CREW NON-ACID CREME
#4989 DIVERSEY J-FILL CREW MULTIPURPOSE
#5144708 OXIVIR TB SMALL WIPES
#5627460 OXIVIR TB LARGE SIZE WIPES
#5919059 OXIVIR PLUS (J-FILL)
#4971947 SIGNATURE (PROSPEED)
#100822893 DIVERSEY CAREFREE MATTE LOW GLOSS FLOOR FINISH (2.5L)
#5104933 PLAZA PLUS SEALER
# 6100428 ECOLAB MAXX DUAL ACTION BRIGHT SPEED FLOOR CLEANER
#6100706 ECOLAB CLEAN AND SMOOTH ANTIBACTERIAL HAND SOAP
#11262 ECOLAB PAN DANDY
#523 ECOLAB MIKRO QUAT
#IFS1L DEB INSTANT FOAM HAND
#HAB2LT DEB HAIR & BODY WASH
#32084 STOKO REFRESH FOAM SOAP
#5115940(4583) BRAVO STRIPPER
#5779 DIVERSEY GLANCE GLASS & SURFACE
#54103 DIVERSEY SHINER SPRAY BUFF (3.78L)
#5728148 DIVERSEY SPORICIDAL HARD SURFACE DISINFECTANT
#90685 DIVERSEY EASYPAKS NEUTALIZER CONDITIONER ODOUR COUNTERACTANT (WINTER USE - SALT)
#3163905 DIVERSY BIO FLOOR CLEANER
#5912308 DIVERSEY TURBULANCE PLUS CLEANER (TUB CLEANER)
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Janitorial Supplies Currently Used at Huron Lodge (not all-inclusive)

Paper and Waste Disposal Products
#01249 EMBASSY SUPREME TOWEL
#05144 WHITE SWAN 2-PLY
#205 MERFIN PREMIUM 2-PLY ULTRA
#01904 WHITE SWAN S/F VALUE
#391 MERFIN CENTER PULL JUMBO
KL-260 SANITARY KRAFT WAXED
#18424 ECOLAB MEDALLION STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER AND POLISH
#10123 ECOLAB FAST FOAM DEGREASER
ECO II 24X24 REGULAR CLEAR - 500/CS
ECO II 26X36 REGULAR CLEAR - 250/CS
ECO II 35X50 STRONG CLEAR - 200/CS
ECO II 30X38 STRONG CLEAR - 200/CS
ECO II 26X36 STRONG CLEAR - 200/CASE

Laundry Supplies
#93418761 CLAX ASSIST 12A2-18.9
#95751508 22A1 CLAX MASTER 100, 18.9L
#95934726 CLAX DEOSOFT BREEZE, 18.9L
#93419173 61A3 CLAX SUPER LAUNCH NEUTRALIZER, 18.9L
#5750732 40A2 CLAX SONRIL COLOUR SAFE BLEACH, 18.9L
LAVO PRO 6 6% BLEACH-3x5LT/CS
PUREX (HYPO ALLERGENIC DETERGENT)
#6100150 ECOLAB HOMESTYLE SOLID LAUNDRY DETERGENT

-END OF APPENDIX “G” –
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APPENDIX “H” – SERVICES
1.0
1.1

2.0

GENERAL
The Service Provider will supply, maintain and pay for all competent and qualified labour,
material, equipment, PPE (Personal Protective Equipment), tools, consumable supplies
(paper products, soap, cleaning chemicals, garbage/plastic bags, mop heads, swiffer pads,
rags, etc.) and services described herein and any services necessary to clean, maintain and
operate the long term care home in accordance with the Ministry of Health and Long Term
Care Act 2007 as may be amended or superseded, as well as all governing codes, laws,
regulations and order of any authorities having jurisdiction in the Province of Ontario and all
governing legislation that may be specific to a long term care home and as described herein.
INFECTION CONTROL AND OUTBREAK MANAGEMENT

2.1

A key element within the scope of work for this contract is infection control and outbreak
management. The Service Provider will ensure that strict guidelines and training programs
are in place to meet the requirements of the City, Ministry of Labour, Ministry of Health and
Long Term Care and all other applicable legislation and regulations in providing infection
control, outbreak management, housekeeping and janitorial services. In addition to training
provided by the Service Provider, infection control and outbreak management training
provided by Huron Lodge will be mandatory.

2.2

Additional products and services will be required during times of outbreak management, to
meet the City’s protocols. Additional products and services may include, but are not be
limited to, additional staffing, additional product used, and more frequent high touch surface
cleaning.

2.3

The Service Provider will also follow the latest version of the following documents published
by Public Health Ontario

2.3.1 “Best Practices for Infection Prevention and Control Programs in Ontario guideline”;
link:http://www.publichealthontario.ca/en/eRepository/BP_IPAC_Ontario_HCSettings_2012
.pdf; and
2.3.2

“Provincial Infectious Disease Advisory Committee’s (PIDAC) Best Practices”;
link:https://www.publichealthontario.ca/en/ServicesAndTools/Tools/Pages/Environmental_C
leaning_Toolkit.aspx; and

2.3.3 “ Best Practices for Environmental Cleaning for Prevention and Control of Infections In All
Health Care Settings”;
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link:https://www.publichealthontario.ca/en/eRepository/Best_Practices_Environmental_Clea
ning_2012.pdf
2.3.4 The entire facility of Huron Lodge shall be treated as a “Hospital Component” at all times
and cleaned to a level of “Hospital Clean” as defined in the “ Best Practices for
Environmental Cleaning for Prevention and Control of Infections In All Health Care
Settings”.
2.4

Additional Measures During Outbreaks

2.4.1 The Service Provider must work collaboratively with Nursing, Infection Prevention and
Control (IPAC) and Occupation Health and Safety (OHS) to ensure the safety of
clients/patients/residents, staff and visitors.
2.4.2 The Service Provider should support a proactive and cooperative environment to consistently
implement appropriate cleaning measures.
2.4.3 Additional products and services may be required during times of outbreak management, to
meet the City’s protocols. Additional products and services may include, but not be limited
to, additional staffing, additional product used, and more frequent high touch surface
cleaning.
2.4.4 Adequate human resources are required to allow thorough and timely cleaning and
disinfection (within 24 hrs) following the death or discharge of a resident at no additional
charge.
2.4.5 Increase in frequency shall be required for some microorganisms e.g. Antibiotic Resistant
Organisms- Difficile, and Norovirus etc
2.4.6 The Service Provider and Supervisor are to ensure staff is aware of correct disinfectant to be
used for certain microbes e.g. C- Difficile a Sporicidal agent is required.
2.4.7 Use of sanitization practices that maximize infection control must meet the requirements of
the Ministry of Health and Long Term Care best practice guidelines and Huron Lodge’s
infection control policies.
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3.0

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS AND REPORTING

3.1

The successful Service Provider for this contract will meet or exceed and all requirements set
out by the Ministry of Health and Long Term Care including amendments or additions
implemented during the term of the contract as it pertains to the work described in this
proposal.

3.2

Huron Lodge partakes in a CARF Canada (Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation
Facilities) accreditation process and therefore the Service Provider must follow accreditation
standards and participate in an accreditation process at no additional charge. The Service
Provider must maintain up to date cleaning and inspection logs and checklists on a daily
basis. All documents are to be maintained and kept on site at all times and shall be available
to the City and the Ministry of Health and Long Term Care upon request.

3.3

Caretaking and janitorial operations shall be organized by the Service Provider to provide a
safe, comfortable and clean environment for residents, staff and visitors.

3.4

The Service Provider, in conjunction with the assigned Supervisor, will complete reports as
required by Huron Lodge (e.g. a monthly report of daily check sheets and status of
preventative maintenance activities to monitor, evaluate and improve quality shall be
provided to Huron Lodge.)

3.5

Monthly Risk Outcome Indicators

3.5.1 In conjunction with the City’s Supervisor, who will track and analyze monthly risk and
outcome indicators including, but not limited to the list below and in collaboration with the
Service Provider develop and implement action plans to resolve identified deficiencies:
(a)

# of housekeeping issues resulting from internal review (e.g. building
inspection reports)

(b)

# of housekeeping issues (e.g. poor housekeeping, unclean equipment, odours)
resulting from external review (e.g. MOHLTC, Public Health)

(c)

# of housekeeping issues identified via the resident / family complaint process

(d)

# of housekeeping issues identified via Residents’ Council

(e)

# of housekeeping issues identified via monthly Health & Safety Inspections

(f)

Total # of housekeeping issues outstanding from the previous month
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(i)
(g)
4.0
4.1

# of work related accidents related to poor housekeeping practices (e.g.
wet floor – no sign)

The Service Provider must meet and/or exceed acceptable Resident
Satisfaction Survey results.

PERSONNEL
In providing the Services the Service Provider shall:

4.1.1 Provide all labour, supervision and administrative support required to perform the Services;
4.1.2 Staff provided is to have sufficient abilities, skills, knowledge, training, qualifications and
experience to safely and efficiently meet the criteria and perform the duties as outlined in this
Request for Proposals document. The Service Provider is to meet or exceed the requirements
of the Ministry of Labour and the Ministry of Health and Long Term Care in force
throughout the term of the contract;
4.1.3 Use only experienced, trained, vaccinated and bonded cleaning personnel in the performance
of the Services;
4.1.4 The Service Provider is to provide sufficient staff to perform the Services described
throughout this document, but must have the following minimum staff presence in the facility
on a daily basis (365 days per year):
(a)

A minimum of ten (10) staff members between 7:00 am and 3:00 pm; and

(b)

A minimum of two (2) staff members between 3:00 pm and 7:00 am (the
following day).

(c)

The number of staff stated in (a) above, are minimums only The Service
Provider is responsible to provide as many staff necessary to provide the
Services.

4.1.5 The Service Provider shall include a detailed explanation of how the performance
requirements of the contract are proposed to be met, including the proposed staffing, hours
and organizational structure;
4.1.6 Ensure that sufficient reserve personnel are available to provide the Services at all times;
4.1.7 The Service Provider is to provide immediate written notification of staffing changes and
obtain Administrator approval of such changes.
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4.2

Management and Supervision

4.2.1 The Service Provider is to provide resumes of all staff that will be working in management
and supervisory positions.
4.2.2 The Service Provider will attend monthly meetings with the City on the first Business Day of
every month, or on an alternate day agreeable to both parties, at Huron Lodge, at a time to be
agreed, to discuss the quality, performance and other matters related to the Services.
Meetings will continue in subsequent years as agreed to by both parties. The Service
Provider’s senior level management shall be available to meet with the City in person at
Huron Lodge within 2 days of requesting a meeting.
4.2.3 The Service Provider shall ensure that a sufficient number of skilled and qualified
Supervisor(s) are available daily to supervise personnel in providing the Services. The
Supervisor(s) shall be responsible to follow up on all complaints, spills and accidents that
may occur.
4.2.4 The person supervising shall be a competent person on site responsible for managing
housekeeping services at the home. The person is expected to have a grade 12 equivalent and
at least two years’ experience in a supervisory position. The supervisor is expected to have as
a minimum, 5 years experience in a health care facility, housekeeping service and training in
housekeeping techniques, with experience in infection control and outbreak management.
4.2.5 Notification in advance must be provided of a suitable backup in the event the supervisor is
unavailable. All onsite supervision hours must meet the needs of the Huron Lodge and
approval of the City must be obtained in advance.
4.2.6 There shall be a supervisor responsible for managing housekeeping, janitorial and laundry
services onsite with applicable experience. This person must have excellent supervision,
communication, and team development, interpersonal and organizational skills and
participate in the activities of Huron Lodge’s management team as required. The Supervisor
must also have a sound knowledge of practices and processes of infection control as they
relate to housekeeping and janitorial services in a health care environment.
4.2.7 In the event a supervisor is unable to attend work, the Service Provider is responsible for
coverage of the supervisory position and frontline complement coverage at all times, until a
suitable candidate is recruited.
4.3

Training

4.3.1 The Service Provider shall ensure that all Personnel be at all times properly and sufficiently
trained and instructed in the task or tasks that must be performed, and the need to maintain
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the highest standards of courtesy and consideration to the public and residents of Huron
Lodge to protect and promote the image and/or reputation of the City.
4.3.2 The Service Provider shall ensure that all staff receives all annual legislated and City
required training for staff as per the latest version of the Ministry of Health and Long Term
Care Act and subsequent regulations. The Service Provider will consult with the Huron
Lodge Staff Development Coordinator for training resources but the Service Provider is
solely responsible for ensuring staff is in compliance with the legislative requirements for
staff training and orientation.
4.3.3 The Service Provider will be responsible for maintaining a record of training and making it
available to the City at all times. The Service Provider must forward to the City all signed
forms pertaining to the completion of any/all training of staff on a monthly basis or as
requested for the purposes of Ministry or internal audits.
4.3.4 The Service Provider shall provide a full training program to ensure that the Personnel are
familiar with the City’s requirements. Such training program must include, but not be
limited to:
(a)

Cleaning, sanitizing and laundry procedures and best practices;

(b)

Infection prevention and control;

(c)

The Ontario Occupational Health and Safety Act;

(d)

The Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS);

(e)

Ministry of Health and Long Term Care Homes Act;

(f)

Huron Lodge emergency procedures;

(g)

The Huron Lodge Long Term Care Resident Bill of Rights.

(h)

Customer service

(i)

Working with residents who have dementia and/or behavioural challenges.

(j)

Public relations and customer service.

4.3.5 The City will be responsible for providing the Service Provider’s personnel with initial
training in Huron Lodge’s emergency preparedness and general orientation, and other
applicable City policies and procedures.
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4.3.6 All costs associated with training staff shall be at the sole expense of the Service Provider.
4.4

Qualifications

4.4.1 Any employee, officer, director, or principal of the Service Provider must:
(a)

provide a clear vulnerable sector police screening clearance upon entry into
service, and periodically as may be required by the City, and shall not have
any pending criminal charges at any time. Security clearance must be in the
form of criminal records checks;

(b)

receive and provide documentation of a 2 step Tuberculosis Skin Test
(Mantoux);

(c)

get influenza immunization shots annually. Employees unable to provide
proof of flu vaccination within the current year will be required to follow City
of Windsor policies regarding exclusion during an influenza breakout.

(d)

behave in a professional manner at all times;

(e)

be able to work well with seniors who have dementia or behavioural
challenges, in a team environment and fully adopt a philosophy of resident
centered care.

(f)

be capable in all respects to perform the Services;

(g)

be mask fit tested for N95 Masks. Note that every two years the Service
Provider will be responsible to provide all supplies and materials associated
with equipping and testing for employees.

4.4.2 The City reserves the right to request replacement of any Personnel deemed to be
unacceptable due to, but not limited to, incompetence, conduct, performance, appearance, or
lack of experience at any time during the term of the contracted services, and replaced
forthwith with a person who is suitable.
4.4.3 The Service Provider will be required to have the capacity to provide additional resources on
an “as, if and when requested” basis to ensure surge capacity staffing is available to avoid
interruption in service.
4.4.4 The Service Provider will be responsible for all costs incurred related to the above security
clearances, vulnerable sector screening checks and medical clearances.
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4.5

Dress Code & Identification

4.5.1 The employees of the successful Service Provider shall adhere to a standardized dress code
approved by the City, and be easily identifiable. In order to do this employees of the Service
Provider will be required to wear uniforms and a photo identification badge in large font
when onsite in the home. The uniforms and badges are to be supplied by the Service
Provider. Choice and style of uniforms and identification badges are to be reviewed and
approved by the City. Employees not wearing the appropriate attire and identification may
not be allowed to complete their shift.
4.5.2 Employees of the Service Provider will be required to wear acceptable safety footwear and
required PPE (Personal Protection Equipment) appropriate to the duties assigned and in
accordance with the Ontario Occupational Health and Safety Act and requirements of the
City. Footwear shall be closed toe and heel, non-skid and in clean presentable condition.
4.5.3 The Service Provider will be responsible for all costs incurred related to uniforms and
identification badges.
4.6

Attendance Management

4.6.1 The Service Provider will supply attendance reports to the City on a monthly basis.
Attendance reports will coincide and accompany monthly invoices. Invoices will not be
accepted or paid without attendance reports. Attendance reports will include employee
names, the hours worked.
4.7

Policies, Procedures Work Routines

4.7.1 Employees of the Service Provider will be required to sign in and sign out each time he/she
enters or leaves Huron Lodge
4.7.2 The Service Provider will ensure that all required duties are effectively and efficiently
completed in line with the philosophy of resident centered care as prescribed under the Long
Term Care Act.
4.7.3 Communication between the Service Provider and Huron Lodge is essential. The Service
Provider is required to develop a plan or strategy for effective communication that will work
with the home to best achieve expected outcomes in alignment with ‘Huron Lodge Long
Term Care Home’ philosophy and priorities.
4.7.4 Staff must be able to correspond (read and write), receive, comprehend and give instruction
in the English language. The employees must be able to fill in forms, prepare reports and
accurately document daily activity and performance.
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4.7.5 The Service Provider shall be responsible for ensuring that policies and procedures, work
routines, schedules and frequencies are developed, updated as required by an applicable
legislation, or at least every year, and followed for all duties and accountabilities. Upon
termination of the contract, the information contained in any of the policies, procedures, or
other documentation developed for the City’s purposes becomes the property of City of
Windsor. The Service Provider will be required to submit electronic copies of policies and
procedures to the City.
5.0
5.1

SERVICES
Cleaning

5.1.1 The Service Provider shall ensure that housekeeping services include providing an organized
safe, comfortable, clean and well maintained environment for residents, staff and visitors.
The caretaking and janitorial services program shall include but not be limited to:
5.1.2 Resident bedrooms, including floors, furnishings, window coverings wall areas, contact
surfaces such as door hardware and grab bars.
5.1.3 Resident personal furnishings and mementos,
5.1.4 Resident common areas (lounges, dining room and activity areas) including floors,
furnishings, and wall areas. Ensure proper furniture replacement in common areas at all
times.
5.1.5 Resident washrooms and bathing facilities, including floors, raised toilet seats, toilets, sinks,
tubs, showers and tubs, and contact surfaces such as grab bars, handrails, door knobs,
overhead lifts, etc.,
5.1.6 The Service Provider is responsible to clean all interior and exterior areas at Huron Lodge.
5.1.7 Cleaning duties and frequencies are attached. Please see Appendix H and I for expected
housekeeping performance standards.
5.1.8 The Service Provider is to provide general housekeeping, disinfection and deep clean
throughout the building on a schedule (See Appendix I). General housekeeping refers to tasks
such as disinfecting surfaces and touch points, carbolization of rooms, cleaning of dining
chair legs and frames, tidying of areas, empting garbage, damp wipe furniture, window
ledges, spot clean walls, disinfect and clean equipment and walls, wet mop floors, stripping
and waxing of linoleum floor surfaces, shampoo carpets and furniture, baseboards to be kept
dust free. Deep cleans of furniture and carpets are to be on a set schedule in accordance with
Appendix I.
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5.1.9 Frequent disinfection practices for high touch surfaces throughout the building are to be
provided with particular attention to common areas with an increase frequency during
outbreaks.
5.1.10 All Service Provider staff will clean up incidental spills immediately and pick up garbage
(e.g. tissues) lying on the floor in all areas of the building in the course of doing their
prescribed work.
5.2

Laundry

5.2.1 The Service Provider will be responsible to perform laundry services. Laundry will include
the sorting, rinsing, cleaning, sanitizing, drying, mending, folding, labeling, storing and
delivery of all clothing, blankets, and other belongings for 224 residents, table cloths and tea
towels. All other linens are washed under a separate contract.
5.2.2 Laundry services shall be performed in accordance, and comply with the Ministry of Health
and Long Term Care Act and other related legislation.
5.2.3 The Service Provider shall assign a designated lead for laundry services having a minimum
of two years experience in a managerial or supervisory capacity and be trained in prevailing
practices regarding laundry.
5.2.4 The laundry area is located in the basement of the facility and includes the following
equipment available for use by the Service Provider:
(a)

Three (3) commercial Wascomat EXSM 350 capacity washers;

(b)

One (1) residential Maytag LAT9600 ABW washer;

(c)

Four commercial Wascomat TD 100 gas dryers, with the ability to use only
three at any one time. Loads must not exceed 80 lbs per load which is below
the 100 lbs per load that the units are rated at;

(d)

Laundry bins for collecting and sorting laundry bags from each resident area;

(e)

Laundry carts for storing and delivering to various areas throughout the
facility;

(f)

Large working table;

(g)

Storage cabinets and counters;
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(h)

One (1) Thermopatch HS4C-110 Clothing Label Hot Press for identification
labeling clothing

(i)

One (1) Clothing Label Printer CAB EOS1/200

(j)

One (1) Kenmore 385-1960180 sewing machine

5.2.5 The Service Provider will be required to weigh the laundry washed on a daily basis, provide
the equipment required to do so and report amounts weekly to the City.
5.2.6 For information purposes, the City currently cleans and sanitizes an average of
approximately 1,000 lbs of laundry per day. This is approximate historical data for
information. The City makes no representation or warranty that such data or information
represents an accurate forecast of future volumes. In particular, Bidders are solely
responsible and assume the risk for determining or predicting volumes and/or weight of
laundry to be cleaned over the term of the Contract. Note that there may be seasonal
fluctuations in the weight which may be experienced.
No allowances will be made for additional costs and no claims will be considered in the
event the actual volumes and/or weight of laundry differ from those determined or predicted
by Bidders.
5.2.7 The Service Provider will be responsible to provide all supplies required for laundry services.
Some of the products presently used are listed in Appendix G – Reference Materials.
Supplies proposed and used by the Service Provider must be approved by the City as equal to
or better than the products currently used. The Service Provider will be responsible for all
costs associated with changes in the supplies, such as replacing dispensing units or
assemblies.
5.3

Waste and Recycling:

5.3.1 The Service Provider in collaboration with the Huron Lodge will remove and recycle waste
from point of service to designated areas using plastic garbage and recycling bags as
required. Bags are to be provided by the Service Provider.
5.3.2 The collection of recycling will be in accordance with the Essex Windsor Solid Waste
Authority’s two bin (Containers and Paper are separated) program.
5.3.3 Garbage and Recycling will be taken to a designated location(s) daily and as required.
Recycling and garbage pick-up will be through City Services or Contracted Services and may
occur on different days.
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5.3.4 City staff or consultants will be conducting waste audits at various City facilities as required
by legislation or as part of continuous waste diversion improvements. City Staff will notify
the Service Provider in advance of any upcoming waste audits. The Service Provider will
either be required to collect and label garbage/recycling or to not to collect garbage/recycling
for a specified period of time while the waste audit is underway.
5.3.5 The City of Windsor is continually looking to improve the waste diversion at City facilities.
The successful proponent should be aware that over the course of the contract, improvements
will be made to increase the rate of diversion at City facilities.
5.3.6 Empty and regularly clean all interior and exterior receptacles. Remove, separate and manage
all garbage and recycling to designated area.
5.3.7 Recycling collection shall be done in accordance with the Essex-Windsor Solid Waste
Authority (EWSWA) program and guidelines and other related best practice guidelines.
5.3.8 The Serviced Provider must participate and provide assistance in waste audits and waste
reduction efforts conducted by the City and as required by the provincial applicable
legislation.
5.4

Routine Preventative Maintenance
(a)

5.5

The housekeeping program shall provide for routine, preventative and
remedial housekeeping. Frequent disinfection practices for high touch
surfaces throughout the building with particular attention to common areas
must be provided. All documentation, such as check lists of completing tasks
are to be maintained and available at Huron Lodge purposes such as Ministry
or internal audits.

Facilities Work Order Process

5.5.1 The Service Provider will ensure that staff members follow the facilities management work
order process including immediate reporting of deficiencies via approved methods of
submitting a facilities request.
5.6

Housekeeping Carts

5.6.1 The Service Provider will provide housekeeping carts in sufficient quantity so as to
efficiently complete the work required under this contract. Carts will at a minimum have the
following characteristics:
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5.7

(a)

A design and construction approved by the City that allows it to be easily
cleaned and maintained, and always present a safe, clean, professional image
to residents and visitors.

(b)

A locking compartment for storage of hazardous substances.

(c)

Storage that allows the labels of any chemicals, bottles, and other supplies
required for the work under this contract to be easily read.

(d)

Each cart is to be equipped with sanitizer dispensers with 70% minimum
alcohol content and eye wash bottles and expiration tags.

(e)

Carts shall be maintained in good condition at all times.

Entranceway Matting

5.7.1 Matting currently exists to ensure safe travel for all visitors entering the building. The
Service Provider will maintain all mats at all entrance(s) in a clean and presentable condition
to prevent any wet areas as required. Matting shall be vacuumed daily and be presentable at
all times. Mats are to be washed and deep cleaned a minimum of every 6 months. Service
Provider shall notify the City if repair or replacement of matting is needed.
5.8

Draperies and Blinds

5.8.1 The Service Provider is required to maintain the inventory of drapery, privacy shower
curtains and window blinds and monitor cleanliness and current condition prior to laundering
and notify the City if repairs or replacement if required.
5.9

Windows and Screens

5.9.1 Cleaning of interior windows, screens and ledges and clean interior and exterior glass in all
entrance doors and balcony windows accessible from the exterior of the building.
5.10

Light Fixtures, Ventilation Grills

5.10.1 Regular cleaning of all light fixtures, ventilation grills, louvers and air diffusers and as
required.
5.11

Exterior Cleaning and Snow Removal

5.11.1 The Service Provider will keep the exterior of the building clean including, but not limited to,
cleaning dirt, debris, litter and cigarette butts around the exterior of the building.
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(a)

5.12

Emergency Services
(a)

5.13

Clean and shampoo all furniture (indoor and outdoor), including furniture on
balconies at least twice per year and more frequently as required by the City.
Immediately report any safety concerns to administration.

Event and Room Set-up and Furniture Moving
(a)

5.16

The Service Provider will ensure that recommendations from Huron Lodge’s
Joint Health and Safety Committee be addressed immediately in collaboration
with City Administration, the homes’ policies, the Long Term Care Act and
the Occupational Health and Safety Act.

Indoor and Outdoor Furniture
(a)

5.15

The Service Provider will be available to provide support and clean up
services in the event of a disaster, restoration or emergency. The
responsibilities of the Service Provider will also be to respond to on call
services as part of the emergency procedure for the Huron Lodge Long Term
Care Home.

Joint Health and Safety Committee Meetings
(a)

5.14

Snow removal in the parking lot is performed by the City under a separate
contract. The Service Provider will remove snow from sidewalks, pedestrian
walkways and all other paved areas, and place ice melter (City owned) during
snow and ice conditions on the exterior of the building. The Service Provider
will also be required to remove snow and place ice melter in areas of the
parking lots where plows did not reach, or in between periods of plowing and
de-icing of the parking lot by others, as directed by the City.

Move furniture and other items for the set-up of rooms, events, or any other
purpose at the direction of City. Furniture and other items can include, but are
not limited to beds, tables, chairs, sofas, desks, boxes, decorations, stage,
audio/video equipment, medical equipment, office equipment, etc.

Store Keeping, Store Room and Receiving Shipments
(a)

Responsible for receiving, inventory, unpacking, storing and organizing food,
supplies and materials that enter Huron Lodge. This includes stocking
shelves, refrigerators and freezers, documenting and maintaining inventory on
a daily basis, including: rotating stock, monitoring damaged goods, expiration
dates, receiving of goods at the loading/unloading dock, organization of stock
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rooms, dry food rooms, freezers and refrigerators, distribution of cleaning &
nursing supplies & product to all units throughout the facility and other related
duties as assigned. Communication with Dietary Manager & personnel is
required for inventory and ordering purposes.
(b)

5.17

Must possess training and certification as a “Certified Food Handler” and take
the “Food Handler Course” as provided by The Windsor-Essex County Health
Unit. Re-certification training & documentation as required must be
submitted to the City as required.

Team Meetings

5.17.1 The Service Provider will function as an essential part of the “Resident Centered Care Team”
and will attend the following meetings;

5.18

(a)

Daily Morning Touch Base Meetings

(b)

Outbreak Meetings

(c)

And any other team meeting that may be required

Storage Areas

5.18.1 The Service Provider will collaborate with the designate at Huron Lodge to ensure best
practice and consistency pertaining to chemical selection, training and use of chemicals
within Huron Lodge.
5.18.2 The Service Provider will ensure any storage areas used to keep supplies and equipment
under this contract shall be kept clean and secured at all times and comply with Occupational
Health and Safety Standards.
5.19

Products, Cleaning Supplies and Chemicals

5.19.1 The Service Provider shall supply and maintain all cleaning supplies, paper towels, toilet
tissues, hand soap, waste bin liners and plastic bags including clear bags for recycling, and
any other supplies or services required to carry out the work of the home.
5.19.2 Cleaning products currently used and approved for this contract include Ecolab for the
kitchens, pantries and food service areas, and Diversey for the rest of the facility. Where
disinfectant cleaning products are required, they must have a kill rate that complies with the
recommendations of the MOHLTC.
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5.19.3 All products are subject to the approval of the City. Some of the products presently used are
listed in Appendix G – Reference Materials. Supplies proposed and used by the Service
Provider must be approved by the City as equal to or better than the products currently used.
The Service Provider will be responsible for all costs associated with changes in the supplies,
such as replacing dispensing units or assemblies.
5.19.4 Where applicable and available, the Service Provider shall supply and use products that meet
the performance criteria, while having the following characteristics:
(a)

ECOLOGO, Green Seal or GREENGUARD approved;

(b)

Highest recycled content (for example in paper products);

(c)

Minimal, environmentally friendly packaging in refillable or recyclable
containers;

(d)

Biodegradable, not toxic or chlorinated, and standardized as much as possible
to reduce the number of chemicals in use.

(e)

Minimize volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions;

(f)

Scent free products, or products scented with essential oils only;

(g)

Non-hazardous and low in phosphate;

(h)

Require only a small amount to clean well (e.g. concentrates).

5.19.5 Chemical Dispensing Systems
(a)

The Service Provider will maintain, replace and purchase additional chemical
dispensing systems throughout the home, as well as the appropriate PPE
(Personal Protection Equipment) to complete the work of the contract.

5.19.6 Automatic Dispensing Systems and Provision of Supplies
(a)

The Service Provider is responsible for the maintenance, replacement and
addition of all automatic dispensing systems for cleaning products, hand soap
and paper hygiene products and their dispensers at their own expense as part
of this contract. Dispensing systems and supplies are subject to the approval
of the Administrator. Currently, Huron Lodge uses Diversey Products. J-Fill
stations are installed in the core housekeeping closets on each floor.
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5.19.7 Offensive Odours
(a)

Immediate action shall be taken to identify and address incidents of offensive
odour, to the satisfaction of the City. The City maintains a scent free
environment.

(b)

The Service Provider will ensure any chemicals used to complete the work
under this contract are:
(i)

Stored in labeled containers and kept secure from residents at all times.

(ii)

Decanted in protected areas using the required safety procedures and
equipment.

(iii)

Used according to manufacturer’s specifications.

(iv)

Supported by accompanying and current MSDS documentation.

(v)

Compatible with any chemicals currently in use on site. Any changes
to chemicals must be approved by the City prior to use and must
follow hospital grade best practice.

5.19.8 MSDS - Hazardous Materials Information Sheets

5.20

(a)

The Service Provider will be responsible to manage all aspects of Workplace
Hazardous Materials Information for materials and chemicals that are used or
stored on the site by the Service Provider. That responsibility includes but is
not limited to labelling of containers, provision and maintenance of material
safety data sheets and worker education and training programs. The Service
Provider will maintain records in accordance with the most recent legislation,
and be subject to audits by the City’s Health and Safety inspection program,
as well as any other governing agencies having jurisdiction.

(b)

Any new chemicals which are proposed for use in the Home shall be vetted
through the health & safety review committee for approval with proper
documentation and training prior to use.

Resident Family Concerns

5.20.1 The Supervisor of Environmental Services will address with the Service Provider any
concerns identified by residents, families or management, as per policies and procedures of
Huron Lodge and the City of Windsor, and take action to prevent future recurrence of similar
issues or concerns.
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5.20.2 Any complaints that come to the attention of the Service Provider must be reported
immediately to the City’s Supervisor of Environmental Services, or designate, and the
Director of Care in writing.
5.20.3 The Service Provider is required to resolve all complaints sent to the Supervisor within the
requirement of the MOHLTC Act and the Occupational Health and Safety Act.
5.21

Continuous Quality Improvement Program

5.21.1 The Service Provider will participate in a comprehensive continuous quality improvement
program developed in cooperation with Huron Lodge to ensure compliance with the Ministry
of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC). The continuous quality improvement program
will monitor, evaluate and improve the quality of the service provided by the Service
Provider. The program will incorporate:
(a)

The development of long-term goals and short-term objectives to support the
home’s mission statements.

(b)

The development and completion of continuous quality improvements audits.

-END OF APPENDIX “H” –
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APPENDIX “I” – FREQUENCY AND ADDITIONAL DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES
Degree and Frequencies of Tasks
Minimum expected frequencies have been outlined with the understanding that the frequencies may
need to be adjusted in line with changes in MOHLTC expectations or as deemed necessary by the
environmental services supervisor or administration.
Daily refers to 7 days per week.
Area Designations
The building has four floors, a basement level and a mechanical penthouse/roof level.
The first floor includes one resident home area named Poplar (1-1). The non-resident areas of the
first floor includes the main Kitchen and the Core, which consists of areas such as the cafe,
auditorium, chapel, administration offices, shipping & receiving, and other spaces.
The second, third and fourth floors are divided into two resident home areas and other spaces. The
resident home areas on each floor are designated by the floor number, followed by the number 1 or 2
to identify the wing, and are named after a tree such as Poplar.
Resident Home Area Designations
Floor Area
1-1
2-1
2-2

Name
Poplar
Willow
Maple

Floor Area
3-1
3-2
4-1
4-2

Name
Magnolia
Hickory
Dogwood
Sycamore
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GENERAL TASKS FOR THE ENTIRE FACILITY
Where a conflict exists between this general task list and the specific area task lists that follow, the
stricter requirement will govern.
TASK DESCRIPTION
Empty garbage and recycling
 Transport to designated area
 Spot clean garbage and recycling containers.
 Disinfect garbage and recycling containers weekly.
Clean windows
 Clean interior of all windows
 Clean blinds, drapery, etc where applicable
Clean washrooms
 Clean and disinfect all fixtures and surfaces including sinks,
taps, toilets, bathroom floors.
 Clean mirrors
Spot clean walls and clean air vents
Baseboards to be kept free of dust and splatters
Deep clean (carbolize) all resident rooms
 Deep clean and disinfect all resident rooms (e.g. move
furniture to wet mop floor, wet wipe inside, Wipe down all
personal effects and surface beneath replace articles.
 Clean and disinfect all floors, windows, ledges, screens,
furniture and equipment.
 Remove all marks from walls and baseboards.
 Clean and disinfect all touch point areas.
 Clean and disinfect bathroom and all equipment in it
Carpets and rugs are to be spot cleaned
Carpets and rugs are to be steam cleaned

Non-carpeted hard surface flooring is to be stripped, sealed,
waxed, etc, per manufacturer’s instructions.

MINIMUM FREQUENCY
Daily or more frequently
as required

Monthly or more
frequently as required
Twice Daily or more
frequently as required

Daily
Daily
Annually or more
frequently as required

Daily or more frequently
as required
Quarterly (every 3
months) or more
frequently as required
Annually or more
frequently as required
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GENERAL TASKS FOR THE ENTIRE FACILITY (continued)
TASK DESCRIPTION
Doors
 Clean soil marks, finger marks, etc from doors and hardware.
Elevators
 Clean and disinfect all floors, walls, doors, hardware and metal
work.
 Clean and disinfect all stainless steel surfaces
Wet Floor Signs
 The Service Provider is to supply and keep in place as necessary
an adequate supply of “Caution, Wet Floor, Slippery When
Wet” stand up signs.
 Signs are to be those approved by the City and are to be placed
at all entrances with hard surfaces when it is wet outside and
on all surfaces where conditions are slippery due to cleaning,
spills or any other reason.
Furniture placement
 Ensure that each area has the designated furniture and that
the furniture is in the proper location (i.e. is not blocking
corridors or fire exits, attractively placed and accessible to
residents)
Exterior
 Clean exterior glass at entrance doors and vestibules
 All outside grounds and entrances / exits to be kept clear of all
debris, sand, dirt, grit
 Clean and empty exterior wastebaskets and receptacles
 Clean exterior furniture
 Remove snow and spread ice melter on sidewalks and trails in
the winter months as required.

MINIMUM FREQUENCY
Daily or more frequently
as required
Daily or more frequently
as required

As required

Daily or more frequently
as required

Daily or more frequently
as required
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HOME AREA 1-1 (POPLAR)
TASK
Stock

Cleaning of 1st
Floor Staffroom

Carbolizing
Setups

Cleaning RHA's

Resident Sitting
Lounge

DUTIES
Add stock list to order sheet; pick up stock from common closet and put away in RHA housekeeping closet

FREQ.
Weekly

Wash table and chairs, microwave, toaster, kettle, counter, windowsills, clean drip trays on Culligan water dispenser,
stock napkins, soap, paper towels, sweep & mop, empty garbage, wipe out fridge, throw out any garbage, clean and
wipe out cupboards

Daily

Check with nursing for carbolizing beds, if needed – MUST sign off on carbolize sheet

Daily

Check for setups and/or furniture/Resident moves – Ask for assistance

Daily

All common areas require cleaning and disinfecting of high touch surfaces including chair arms, table legs, door
handles, light switches and cabinet faces. Dry mopping and washing floors; garbage & recycle pickups; spill cleanup;
dusting, water coolers, etc.

Daily

Wash floor, Wipe window sills, T.V., end tables, lamps, chairs

Daily

Dust shelves, knick knacks, dust fireplace and overhang

Weekly

Clean
consultation room

Wash sinks and counters; check and fill paper towels, empty garbage; dust vents, sweep and wash floor

Weekly

Clean medication
room

Wash sinks and counters, check and fill paper towels, empty garbage, dust vents, sweep and wash floor

Weekly

Check stairwells A & B for urine - use urine de-contamination spray if found.

2X Daily

Stairwells
RHA Sink Areas

RHA Activity
Areas

Clean small sink outside of pod area, sign in ledge and restock products
Clean the two public washrooms in the activity area;

2X Daily

Wash sink, clean mirrors, clean toilet & base,

2X Daily

Check & stock paper towels/soap dispenser,

2X Daily

Sweep and wash floors

Cleaning of all
resident rooms

Cleaning infection
control rooms

Daily

Daily

Clean up all spills on counters, floors, etc., clean window glass & screens, use OXIVIR on Culligan drain bowl.

Daily & As
Required

Empty garbage, sweep and wash floor and clean toilets daily. Clean up all spills on counters, floors, clean and
disinfect high touch points including but not limited to: call bells, hand rails, light switches, T.V. remotes, phone
handsets, door knobs and plumbing handles. Fill toilet paper & paper towel dispenser, spot clean ceiling vents,
ensure room has designated furniture and that furniture placement does not block access to resident and staff. Use
Oxivir on overhead lifts and remotes.

Daily & As
Required

Clean infection control rooms as per protocol and sign check sheet located in soiled utility room.

Daily

Wash and wipe (Oxivir): dresser, end table and window sill; T.V., phone, lamps; use extractor on chairs (as
required); dust personal items, dust vents, wash wall behind garbage pail & furniture, clean baseboards, windows,
carbolize bed-rails, all door handles, call bell, light switch, ceiling’s and light fixtures to be taken down and washed
(as required), Curtain rods should be cleaned and lubricate tracks. Use Oxivir on overhead lifts and remotes.
Monday -

Deep Clean
Rooms

1110-1114 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Tuesday -

1115-1118 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Wed -

1119-1123 – Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Thurs -

1124-1141 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Friday -

1142-1146 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Sat. -

1147-1150 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Sun.

1151-1155 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Daily

Remember – Change microfiber after each room & more frequently in each room when required or in case of
outbreak. NOTE: If resident is under infection control or has resident behaviour issues, you must use
microswiffer pads in the washroom and then use a separate clean pad(s) for bedroom.
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HOME AREA 1-1 (POPLAR)
TASK

DUTIES
Take garbage out of soiled utility room, bring to garbage compactor & empty, return cart to area as labelled.

FREQ.
Daily

Garbage

Wash garbage bin in cart wash (use Eliminex), and return the empty bin to soiled utility room. Ensure that bins are
returned to their areas as labelled.

Weekly

Utility Rooms

Wash and clean utility rooms; wash sinks and counters; check and fill paper towels; empty garbage; sweep and wash
floor; dust vents, take out empty attends boxes (put them in soiled utility room)

Daily

Sitting Areas

Wash sitting areas – wash wooden benches and radiator (at the end of both hallways)

Daily

Carbolize all hallway light switches; door knobs; handrails, all touch surfaces

Daily

Hallways
Vacuuming

Vacuum all corners, baseboards, window sills, door sills as required

As required

Clothing Carts

Deliver personal clothing carts to the RHA’s from Laundry.

Daily

Clothing Carts

Return resident clothing carts to laundry once emptied by nursing and place in front of the elevators

Daily

After residents breakfast & lunch; Sweep and wash dining room and servery;

Daily

Remove dish cart garbage, servery garbage, garbage from under sink and dispose;

Daily

Empty recycle bins and dispose in appropriate bin, check broken glass containers and empty as needed;

Daily

Clean baseboards and kick plates

Daily

Dining Rooms

Temperatures of 1st floor staff room refrigerators are to be taken daily once during your shift.

Daily

Refrigerators

Wipe out fridge, throw out any garbage, clean out cupboards & wipe clean
Common Area
Volunteer Room

Cleaning of Dining
Rooms

Dry mop & auto scrub common area outside of Poplar

Daily

General cleaning, wipe tables and chairs, empty garbage, clean windows, sweep and mop.

Daily

Cleaning of Resident Dining

Daily

Stools, chairs and lounge chairs

Daily

Wipe and dust wood shelves and wood gates

Daily

Clean windows and screens
Other
Windows and
Screens
Courtyard Area

Weekly

All other related caretaking duties as assigned.
Tub room, activity area, dining room, T.V. area and end of hallways
Wash furniture, benches and tables, clean glass, and sweep area (Seasonal)

Quarterly
Daily
Quarterly
Weekly

Washrooms

Checked and cleaned, Infection Control Rooms cleaned & checked off on sheet

Daily

Admissions &
Procedure

Admissions Protocol - Refer to “New Admission” Protocol
Follow all Huron Lodge and Corporate procedures.

Daily
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HOME AREA 2-1 (WILLOW) 7AM-3PM Shift
TASK
Offices
Stock
Carbolizing
Setups

Cleaning RHA's

Resident Sitting
Lounge

DUTIES
Complete cleaning duties (Garbage, floors, vents, dusting, etc.) of the:
Core area offices (2307, 2306) and washrooms by stairwell E.
Add stock list to order sheet; pick up stock from common closet and put away in RHA housekeeping closet

FREQ.
Daily
Weekly

Check with nursing for carbolizing beds, if needed – MUST sign off on carbolize sheet

Daily

Check for setups and/or furniture/Resident moves – Ask for assistance

Daily

All common areas require cleaning and disinfecting of high touch surfaces including chair arms, table legs, door
handles, light switches and cabinet faces. Dry mopping and washing floors; garbage & recycle pickups; spill cleanup;
dusting, water coolers, etc.

Daily

Wash floor, wipe window sills, T.V., end tables, lamps, chairs

Daily

Dust shelves, knick knacks, dust fireplace and overhang

Weekly

Clean
Consultation
Room

Wash sinks and counters; check and fill paper towels, empty garbage; dust vents, sweep and wash floor

Weekly

Clean medication
room

Wash sinks and counters, check and fill paper towels, empty garbage, dust vents, sweep and wash floor

Weekly

RHA Sink Areas

Clean small sink outside of pod area, sign in ledge outside RHA area & restock products

RHA Activity
Areas

Daily

Clean the two public washrooms in the activity area;

2X Daily

Wash sink, clean mirrors, clean toilet & base,

2X Daily

Check & stock paper towels/soap dispenser,

2X Daily

Sweep and wash floors

Daily

Clean up all spills on counters, floors, etc., clean window glass & screens, use OXIVIR on Culligan drain bowl.

As required

Cleaning of all
Resident Rooms

Empty garbage, sweep and wash floor and clean toilets daily. Clean up all spills on counters, floors, clean and
disinfect high touch points including but not limited to: call bells, hand rails, light switches, T.V. remotes, phone
handsets, door knobs and plumbing handles. Fill toilet paper & paper towel dispenser, spot clean ceiling vents,
ensure room has designated furniture and that furniture placement does not block access to resident and staff. Use
Oxivir on overhead lifts and remotes.

Daily & As
Required

Cleaning infection
control rooms

Clean infection control rooms as per protocol and sign check sheet located in soiled utility room.

Daily

Wash and wipe (Oxivir): dresser, end table and window sill; T.V., phone, lamps; use extractor on chairs (as
required); dust personal items, dust vents, wash wall behind garbage pail & furniture, clean baseboards, windows,
carbolize bed-rails, all door handles, call bell, light switch, ceiling’s and light fixtures to be taken down and washed
(as required), Curtain rods should be cleaned and lubricate tracks. Use Oxivir on overhead lifts and remotes.
Monday -

Deep Clean
Rooms

2110-2114 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Tuesday -

2115-2118 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Wed -

2119-2123 – Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Thurs -

2124-2141 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Friday -

2142-2146 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Sat. -

2147-2150 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Sun.

2151-2155 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Daily

Remember – Change microfiber after each room & more frequently in each room when required or in case of
outbreak. NOTE: If resident is under infection control or has resident behaviour issues, you must use
microswiffer pads in the washroom and then use a separate clean pad(s) for bedroom.
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HOME AREA 2-1 (WILLOW) 7AM-3PM Shift
TASK

DUTIES
Take garbage out of soiled utility room, bring to garbage compactor & empty, return cart to area as labelled.

Garbage

Wash garbage bin in cart wash (use Eliminex), and return the empty bin to soiled utility room. Ensure that bins are
returned to their areas as labelled.

FREQ.
Daily
Weekly

Utility Rooms

Wash and clean utility rooms; wash sinks and counters; check and fill paper towels; empty garbage; sweep and wash
floor; dust vents, take out empty "Attends" boxes (put them in soiled utility room).

Daily

Sitting Areas

Wash sitting areas – wash wooden benches and radiator (at the end of both hallways)

Daily

Carbolize all hallway light switches; door knobs; handrails, all touch surfaces

Daily

Hallways
Vacuuming

Vacuum all corners, baseboards, window sills, door sills as required

As required

Deliver personal clothing carts to the RHA’s from Laundry.

Daily

Return resident clothing carts to laundry once emptied by nursing and place in front of the elevators

Daily

After residents breakfast & lunch; Sweep and wash dining room and servery;

Daily

Clothing Carts

Remove dish cart garbage, servery garbage, garbage from under sink and dispose;

Daily

Empty recycle bins and dispose in appropriate bin, check broken glass containers and empty as needed;

Daily

Clean baseboards and kick plates

Daily

Dining Rooms

Common Area
Washrooms

Cleaning of Dining
Rooms

Dry mop & auto scrub common area outside of Poplar

Daily

Checked and cleaned, Infection Control Rooms cleaned & checked off on sheet

Daily

Cleaning of Resident Dining

Daily

Stools, chairs and lounge chairs

Daily

Wipe and dust wood shelves and wood gates

Daily

Clean windows and screens
Other

All other related caretaking duties as assigned.

Windows and
Screens

Tub room, activity area, dining room, T.V. area and end of hallways

Balcony Area

Wipe down furniture, benches and tables, clean glass, sweep area and remove cobwebs from walls and ceiling
(Seasonal)

Cleaning Cart

Empty and wash out toilet container; Fill microfiber container; fill spray bottles, if needed; place, toilet paper, soap
refills, swifter pads and white bags to restock carts. Place clean and fully stocked cart back in housekeeping closet.

Admissions &
Procedure

Admissions Protocol - Refer to “New Admission” Protocol
Follow all Huron Lodge and Corporate procedures.

Quarterly
Daily
Quarterly
Weekly or As
Required
Daily

Daily
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HOME AREA 2-2 (MAPLE) 7AM-3PM Shift
TASK
Offices

Stock
Carbolizing
Setups

Cleaning RHA's

Resident Sitting
Lounge

DUTIES
Complete cleaning duties (Garbage, floors, vents, sink, dusting, etc.) of the:
Celebration Room # 2310/11 and Central Therapy Room # 2313
Add stock list to order sheet; pick up stock from common closet and put away in RHA housekeeping closet

FREQ.
Daily or As
Required
Weekly

Check with nursing for carbolizing beds, if needed – MUST sign off on carbolize sheet

Daily

Check for setups and/or furniture/Resident moves – Ask for assistance

Daily

All common areas require cleaning and disinfecting of high touch surfaces including chair arms, table legs, door
handles, light switches and cabinet faces. Dry mopping and washing floors; garbage & recycle pickups; spill cleanup;
dusting, water coolers, etc.

Daily

Wash floor, wipe window sills, T.V., end tables, lamps, chairs

Daily

Dust shelves, knick knacks, dust fireplace and overhang

Weekly

Clean
Consultation
Room

Wash sinks and counters; check and fill paper towels, empty garbage; dust vents, sweep and wash floor

Weekly

Clean Medication
Room

Wash sinks and counters, check and fill paper towels, empty garbage, dust vents, sweep and wash floor

Weekly

RHA Sink Areas

Clean small sink outside of pod area, sign in ledge outside RHA area & restock products

RHA Activity
Areas

Daily

Clean the two public washrooms in the activity area;

2X Daily

Wash sink, clean mirrors, clean toilet & base,

2X Daily

Check & stock paper towels/soap dispenser,

2X Daily

Sweep and wash floors

Daily

Clean up all spills on counters, floors, etc., clean window glass & screens, use OXIVIR on Culligan drain bowl.

As required

Cleaning of all
Resident Rooms

Empty garbage, sweep and wash floor and clean toilets daily. Clean up all spills on counters, floors, clean and
disinfect high touch points including but not limited to: call bells, hand rails, light switches, T.V. remotes, phone
handsets, door knobs and plumbing handles. Fill toilet paper & paper towel dispenser, spot clean ceiling vents,
ensure room has designated furniture and that furniture placement does not block access to resident and staff. Use
Oxivir on overhead lifts and remotes.

Daily & As
Required

Cleaning infection
control rooms

Clean infection control rooms as per protocol and sign check sheet located in soiled utility room.

Daily

Wash and wipe (Oxivir): dresser, end table and window sill; T.V., phone, lamps; use extractor on chairs (as
required); dust personal items, dust vents, wash wall behind garbage pail & furniture, clean baseboards, windows,
carbolize bed-rails, all door handles, call bell, light switch, ceiling’s and light fixtures to be taken down and washed
(as required), Curtain rods should be cleaned and lubricate tracks. Use Oxivir on overhead lifts and remotes.
Monday -

Deep Clean
Rooms

2210 - 2214 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Tuesday -

2215 - 2218 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Wed -

2219 - 2223 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Thurs -

2224 - 2241 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Friday -

2242 - 2246 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Sat. -

2247 - 2250 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Sun.

2251 - 2255 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Daily

Remember – Change microfiber after each room & more frequently in each room when required or in case of
outbreak. NOTE: If resident is under infection control or has resident behaviour issues, you must use
microswiffer pads in the washroom and then use a separate clean pad(s) for bedroom.
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HOME AREA 2-2 (MAPLE) 7AM-3PM Shift
TASK

DUTIES
Take garbage out of soiled utility room, bring to garbage compactor & empty, return cart to area as labelled.

Garbage

Wash garbage bin in cart wash (use Eliminex), and return the empty bin to soiled utility room. Ensure that bins are
returned to their areas as labelled.

FREQ.
Daily
Weekly

Utility Rooms

Wash and clean utility rooms; wash sinks and counters; check and fill paper towels; empty garbage; sweep and wash
floor; dust vents, take out empty "Attends" boxes (put them in soiled utility room).

Daily

Sitting Areas

Wash sitting areas – wash wooden benches and radiator (at the end of both hallways)

Daily

Carbolize all hallway light switches; door knobs; handrails, all touch surfaces

Daily

Hallways
Vacuuming

Vacuum all corners, baseboards, window sills, door sills as required

As required

Deliver personal clothing carts to the RHA’s from Laundry.

Daily

Return resident clothing carts to laundry once emptied by nursing and place in front of the elevators

Daily

After residents breakfast & lunch; Sweep and wash dining room and servery;

Daily

Clothing Carts

Remove dish cart garbage, servery garbage, garbage from under sink and dispose;

Daily

Empty recycle bins and dispose in appropriate bin, check broken glass containers and empty as needed;

Daily

Clean baseboards and kick plates

Daily

Dining Rooms

Common Area
Washrooms

Cleaning of Dining
Rooms

Dry mop & auto scrub common area outside of Poplar

Daily

Checked and cleaned, Infection Control Rooms cleaned & checked off on sheet

Daily

Cleaning of Resident Dining

Daily

Stools, chairs and lounge chairs

Daily

Wipe and dust wood shelves and wood gates

Daily

Clean windows and screens
Other

All other related caretaking duties as assigned.

Windows and
Screens

Tub room, activity area, dining room, T.V. area and end of hallways

Balcony Area

Wipe down furniture, benches and tables, clean glass, sweep area and remove cobwebs from walls and ceiling
(Seasonal)

Cleaning Cart

Empty and wash out toilet container; Fill microfiber container; fill spray bottles, if needed; place, toilet paper, soap
refills, swifter pads and white bags to restock carts. Place clean and fully stocked cart back in housekeeping closet.

Admissions &
Procedure

Admissions Protocol - Refer to “New Admission” Protocol
Follow all Huron Lodge and Corporate procedures.

Quarterly
Daily
Quarterly
Weekly or As
Required
Daily

Daily
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AFTERNOONS - 1st & 2nd Floor, 3PM-11PM Shift
TASK

DUTIES

FREQ.

Remember to work as a team with your partner.

Daily

PICK UP RADIO AND SWIFFER PADS THEN START ON 1 ST FLOOR WHEN DUTIES ARE COMPLETE-> MOVE TO 2 ND FLOOR
TO COMPLETE DUTIES

Daily

Complete stock order list.

Daily

Check for setups and/or furniture/Resident moves – Work as a team

Daily

Cleaning of Tuck
Shop

Dust the ceiling vents in the tuck shop, clean countertop in cafe and dry/wet mop the floor. *** Check & record fridge
temperature.

Daily

Cleaning of Core
Glass & Carpets

Clean glass door at entrance and rear at tuck shop; vacuum carpets at front & back entrance and in front of the tuck
shop, dust vents in the tuck shop cafe and floor to be dry/wet mopped.

Daily

Cleaning Infection
Control Rooms

Clean infection control rooms as per protocol and sign check sheet located in soiled utility room.

Daily

Safety
Work Order
Stock
Setups

Clean bathrooms and re-stock all public & staff bathrooms: 2 near tuck shop, 2 near auditorium, 2 @ Nursing stations
on 1st and 2nd floors and small sink outside RHAs’s. – Sign check sheet when complete
Cleaning of
Bathrooms

2X Daily

Clean mirrors, sink, toilets and base, handrails, door knobs, empty garbage, baseboards, dust vents and dry/wep
mop the floor;

2X Daily

Use stainless steel polish on paper dispensers and kick plates

2X Daily

Stock soap, paper products as required

2X Daily

Cleaning of the
Snoezelen Room

Clean all activity areas in all RHA’s, Snoezelen Room – Wipe windowsills, windows, screens, wash sink, restock soap &
paper products, dust shelves & vents, counters, table, chairs, empty garbages, dry/wet mop floor, check water cooler
overflow tray, empty as required, check that drain hose at rear of unit is intact and clean as required.

Daily

Cleaning of the
Nursing Stations

Dry/Wet mop the floors, empty garbage, wipe desk top, counter, clean glass, computer keyboard, phones, dust vents.

Daily

Soiled Utility
Rooms

Take out garbage, soiled linen and attends from RHAs on all floors - 2x pershift

2X per Shift Daily

After Nursing has emptied the resident clothing carts they are to be placed in front of the elevators. Carts are to be
delivered back to laundry by E.S.

Daily

Cleaning RHA's

Dry mop resident home area, hallways, activity area, sitting lounge, all common areas and the main entrance to RHA’s
and dining rooms.

Daily

Cleaning of the
Auditorium

Clean auditorium and bar – wash tables and chairs, bench, windows, screens, windowsills, door, sink, counters, polish
the exterior of the ice machine and dishwasher, check water cooler overflow tray and empty as required, check that
drain hose is intact and clean as required. Stock paper towels, kitchen towels, remove dirty towels put in poplar
outgoing linen, rags in netted bag down chute, sweep and autoscrub floor, empty garbage

Daily

Cleaning Core
Area

Dry mop and Autoscrub front and back of elevators, tuck shop cafe area, in front of offices and the auditorium.

Daily

Working
Restrictions

REMEMBER* Do not use auto scrubber in front of tuck shop door to back elevator door from 4:30 pm -7:30 pm due to
kitchen deliveries and resident & visitor activities.– Tuck Shop Servery and Complete this work around 8 pm.

Daily

Cleaning of the
Auto Scrubber

Clean/wash down the auto scrubber and place back chemical storage room #1245. Remove dirty pads from machine
and wash and hang to dry. Empty and wash out dirty water in the Auto Scrubber and be sure to empty all clean water.
Remember to leave the top off to air dry overnight, wipe blades on bottom and plug in Auto Scrubber's to allow units
to fully charge for next shift. Be sure to Record run/charge times on log sheet provided.

Daily

Check & clean front lounge – for cleanliness. Empty garbage and Vacuum as needed.

Daily

Clothing Carts

Front Lounge
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AFTERNOONS - 1st & 2nd Floor, 3PM-11PM Shift
TASK

DUTIES

FREQ.

st

Cleaning Staff
Luch Room

Check and clean 1 floor staff Lunch room after last break - wipe tables, counters, microwaves, check water cooler
overflow tray and empty as required, check that drain hose is intact & clean, empty garbage, dry/wet mop

Daily

Refrigerator
Temps

Recording of temperatures of the 1st floor staff room refrigerators and the cafe refrigerator and freezers are to be
taken during your shift daily.

Daily

Cleaning Servery
& Pantry Areas

Clean all 3 RHA’s dining rooms and serveries, dry/wet mop or autoscrub floor; remove garbage under sink in servery,
dish cart and pantry garbage, recycle, nursing station and activity area for disposal and dust vents.

Daily

Tub & Shower
Rooms

Clean all 3 Tub & Shower rooms – wash mirror, sink, toilet and base, empty garbage, sweep and wash tub and shower
floor, clean rails, dust vents, stock products. Follow monthly stop slip procedure and document. Add Eliminex nightly
to floor drains.

Daily

Recycle Bins

Empty bins from recycle room to appropriate outside bins

Daily

Broken Glass

Check broken glass container in soiled utility room & pantries and empty as needed

Daily

Put dirty micro pads in plastic bag, bring to laundry

Daily

Clean floor and sink in housekeeping closet

Daily

Clean stairwell "E" to be cleaned daily from Basement up to 2 nd floor–> dry mop or vacuum and wet mop stairs, use
Oxivir on all hand rails from penthouse to basement (most commonly used)

Daily

Dirty Pads
Housekeeping
closet

Cleaning of
Stairwells

Clean stairwells – A, B, C, D Sweep and wash stairs, carbolize hand rails from penthouse to basement. Wash
windows and sills, Dust walls & fire stretcher & blankets for cob webs.

Weekly

Clean housekeeping cart - Empty and wash out toilet container – fill microfiber containers, fill chemical bottles if
needed, toilet paper, soap refills, swiffer pads on cart, etc. Wash out sink and wash floor, dirty micro pad in plastic bag
bring to laundry.

Daily

All other caretaking duties as assigned

Daily

Laundry

Attend laundry in basement and rotate soiled laundry bins a few times throughout shift.
An Empty Bin MUST be placed at the bottom of laundry chute before leaving your shift! (Fire Hazard)

Daily

General

Follow all Huron Lodge and Corporate procedures.

Daily

Housekeeping
Cart
Other
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HOME AREA 3-1 (MAGNOLIA) 7AM-3PM Shift
TASK
Offices

Stock
Carbolizing
Setups

Cleaning RHA's

Resident Sitting
Lounge

DUTIES
Complete cleaning duties (Garbage, floors, vents, dusting, etc.) of the:
Core area offices (3307 & 3308) and washrooms by stairwell E.
Ladies staff locker room
Add stock list to order sheet; pick up stock from common closet and put away in RHA housekeeping closet

FREQ.
Daily

Weekly

Check with nursing for carbolizing beds, if needed – MUST sign off on carbolize sheet

Daily

Check for setups and/or furniture/Resident moves – Ask for assistance

Daily

All common areas require cleaning and disinfecting of high touch surfaces including chair arms, table legs, door
handles, light switches and cabinet faces. Dry mopping and washing floors; garbage & recycle pickups; spill cleanup;
dusting, water coolers, etc.

Daily

Wash floor, wipe window sills, T.V., end tables, lamps, chairs

Daily

Dust shelves, knick knacks, dust fireplace and overhang

Weekly

Clean
Consultation
Room

Wash sinks and counters; check and fill paper towels, empty garbage; dust vents, sweep and wash floor

Weekly

Clean Medication
Room

Wash sinks and counters, check and fill paper towels, empty garbage, dust vents, sweep and wash floor

Weekly

RHA Sink Areas

Clean small sink outside of pod area, sign in ledge outside RHA area & restock products

RHA Activity
Areas

Daily

Clean the two public washrooms in the activity area;

2X Daily

Wash sink, clean mirrors, clean toilet & base,

2X Daily

Check & stock paper towels/soap dispenser,

2X Daily

Sweep and wash floors

Daily

Clean up all spills on counters, floors, etc., clean window glass & screens, use OXIVIR on Culligan drain bowl.

As required

Cleaning of all
Resident Rooms

Empty garbage, sweep and wash floor and clean toilets daily. Clean up all spills on counters, floors, clean and
disinfect high touch points including but not limited to: call bells, hand rails, light switches, T.V. remotes, phone
handsets, door knobs and plumbing handles. Fill toilet paper & paper towel dispenser, spot clean ceiling vents,
ensure room has designated furniture and that furniture placement does not block access to resident and staff. Use
Oxivir on overhead lifts and remotes.

Daily & As
Required

Cleaning infection
control rooms

Clean infection control rooms as per protocol and sign check sheet located in soiled utility room.

Daily

Wash and wipe (Oxivir): dresser, end table and window sill; T.V., phone, lamps; use extractor on chairs (as
required); dust personal items, dust vents, wash wall behind garbage pail & furniture, clean baseboards, windows,
carbolize bed-rails, all door handles, call bell, light switch, ceiling’s and light fixtures to be taken down and washed
(as required), Curtain rods should be cleaned and lubricate tracks. Use Oxivir on overhead lifts and remotes.
Monday -

Deep Clean
Rooms

3110-3114 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Tuesday -

3115-3118 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Wed -

3119-3123 – Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Thurs -

3124-3141 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Friday -

3142-3146 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Sat. -

3147-3150 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Sun.

3151-3155 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Daily

Remember – Change microfiber after each room & more frequently in each room when required or in case of
outbreak. NOTE: If resident is under infection control or has resident behaviour issues, you must use
microswiffer pads in the washroom and then use a separate clean pad(s) for bedroom.
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HOME AREA 3-1 (MAGNOLIA) 7AM-3PM Shift
TASK

DUTIES
Take garbage out of soiled utility room, bring to garbage compactor & empty, return cart to area as labelled.

Garbage

Wash garbage bin in cart wash (use Eliminex), and return the empty bin to soiled utility room. Ensure that bins are
returned to their areas as labelled.

FREQ.
Daily
Weekly

Utility Rooms

Wash and clean utility rooms; wash sinks and counters; check and fill paper towels; empty garbage; sweep and wash
floor; dust vents, take out empty "Attends" boxes (put them in soiled utility room).

Daily

Sitting Areas

Wash sitting areas – wash wooden benches and radiator (at the end of both hallways)

Daily

Carbolize all hallway light switches; door knobs; handrails, all touch surfaces

Daily

Hallways
Vacuuming

Vacuum all corners, baseboards, window sills, door sills as required

As required

Deliver personal clothing carts to the RHA’s from Laundry.

Daily

Return resident clothing carts to laundry once emptied by nursing and place in front of the elevators

Daily

After residents breakfast & lunch; Sweep and wash dining room and servery;

Daily

Clothing Carts

Remove dish cart garbage, servery garbage, garbage from under sink and dispose;

Daily

Empty recycle bins and dispose in appropriate bin, check broken glass containers and empty as needed;

Daily

Clean baseboards and kick plates

Daily

Dining Rooms

Temperatures of 3rd floor staff room refrigerators are to be taken daily once during your shift.

Daily

Refrigerators

Wipe out fridge, throw out any garbage, clean out cupboards & wipe clean
Common Area
Washrooms

Cleaning of Dining
Rooms

Dry mop & auto scrub common area outside of Poplar

Daily

Checked and cleaned, Infection Control Rooms cleaned & checked off on sheet

Daily

Cleaning of Resident Dining

Daily

Stools, chairs and lounge chairs

Daily

Wipe and dust wood shelves and wood gates

Daily

Clean windows and screens
Other
Windows and
Screens

All other related caretaking duties as assigned.
Tub room, activity area, dining room, T.V. area and end of hallways

Cleaning Cart

Wipe down furniture, benches and tables, clean glass, sweep area and remove cobwebs from walls and ceiling
(Seasonal)
Empty and wash out toilet container; Fill microfiber container; fill spray bottles, if needed; place, toilet paper, soap
refills, swifter pads and white bags to restock carts. Place clean and fully stocked cart back in housekeeping closet.

Admissions &
Procedure

Admissions Protocol - Refer to “New Admission” Protocol
Follow all Huron Lodge and Corporate procedures.

Balcony Area

Weekly

Quarterly
Daily
Quarterly
Weekly or As
Required
Daily

Daily
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HOME AREA 3-2 (HICKORY) 7AM-3PM Shift
TASK

Offices

Stock
Carbolizing
Setups

Cleaning RHA's

Resident Sitting
Lounge

DUTIES
Work with partner to complete cleaning duties of the:
Men’s staff locker room # 3317 - Wipe counters, dry mop and wet mop floors, empty garbage & clean sink & toilet.
Hairdresser # 3323 - daily @ 2:30pm - Wipe counters, dry mop and wet mop floors, empty garbage & clean sink
Resident Laundry, Library - Wipe counters, dry mop and wet mop floors, empty garbage, clean sink & vacuum.
3rd floor Lunch Room – Wipe out refrigerator/record temperature ½ hour after start of shift and if needed, wipe
tables, counters, microwaves, sink, check water cooler overflow tray/empty, empty garbage/recycle, sweep and wet
mop and check after lunch breaks as well

Add stock list to order sheet; pick up stock from common closet and put away in RHA housekeeping closet

FREQ.

Daily or As
Required

Weekly

Check with nursing for carbolizing beds, if needed – MUST sign off on carbolize sheet

Daily

Check for setups and/or furniture/Resident moves – Ask for assistance

Daily

All common areas require cleaning and disinfecting of high touch surfaces including chair arms, table legs, door
handles, light switches and cabinet faces. Dry mopping and washing floors; garbage & recycle pickups; spill cleanup;
dusting, water coolers, etc.

Daily

Wash floor, wipe window sills, T.V., end tables, lamps, chairs

Daily

Dust shelves, knick knacks, dust fireplace and overhang

Weekly

Clean
Consultation
Room

Wash sinks and counters; check and fill paper towels, empty garbage; dust vents, sweep and wash floor

Weekly

Clean Medication
Room

Wash sinks and counters, check and fill paper towels, empty garbage, dust vents, sweep and wash floor

Weekly

RHA Sink Areas

Clean small sink outside of pod area, sign in ledge outside RHA area & restock products

RHA Activity
Areas

Daily

Clean the two public washrooms in the activity area;

2X Daily

Wash sink, clean mirrors, clean toilet & base,

2X Daily

Check & stock paper towels/soap dispenser,

2X Daily

Sweep and wash floors

Daily

Clean up all spills on counters, floors, etc., clean window glass & screens, use OXIVIR on Culligan drain bowl.

As required

Cleaning of all
Resident Rooms

Empty garbage, sweep and wash floor and clean toilets daily. Clean up all spills on counters, floors, clean and
disinfect high touch points including but not limited to: call bells, hand rails, light switches, T.V. remotes, phone
handsets, door knobs and plumbing handles. Fill toilet paper & paper towel dispenser, spot clean ceiling vents,
ensure room has designated furniture and that furniture placement does not block access to resident and staff. Use
Oxivir on overhead lifts and remotes.

Daily & As
Required

Cleaning infection
control rooms

Clean infection control rooms as per protocol and sign check sheet located in soiled utility room.

Daily

Wash and wipe (Oxivir): dresser, end table and window sill; T.V., phone, lamps; use extractor on chairs (as
required); dust personal items, dust vents, wash wall behind garbage pail & furniture, clean baseboards, windows,
carbolize bed-rails, all door handles, call bell, light switch, ceiling’s and light fixtures to be taken down and washed
(as required), Curtain rods should be cleaned and lubricate tracks. Use Oxivir on overhead lifts and remotes.
Monday -

Deep Clean
Rooms

3210 - 3214 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Tuesday -

3215 - 3218 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Wed -

3219 - 3223 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Thurs -

3224 - 3241 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Friday -

3242 - 3246 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Sat. -

3247 - 3250 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Sun.

3251 - 3255 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Daily

Remember – Change microfiber after each room & more frequently in each room when required or in case of
outbreak. NOTE: If resident is under infection control or has resident behaviour issues, you must use
microswiffer pads in the washroom and then use a separate clean pad(s) for bedroom.
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HOME AREA 3-2 (HICKORY) 7AM-3PM Shift
TASK

DUTIES

FREQ.
Daily

Garbage

Wash garbage bin in cart wash (use Eliminex), and return the empty bin to soiled utility room. Ensure that bins are
returned to their areas as labelled.

Weekly

Utility Rooms

Wash and clean utility rooms; wash sinks and counters; check and fill paper towels; empty garbage; sweep and wash
floor; dust vents, take out empty "Attends" boxes (put them in soiled utility room).

Daily

Sitting Areas

Wash sitting areas – wash wooden benches and radiator (at the end of both hallways)

Daily

Carbolize all hallway light switches; door knobs; handrails, all touch surfaces

Daily

Hallways
Vacuuming

Vacuum all corners, baseboards, window sills, door sills as required

As required

Deliver personal clothing carts to the RHA’s from Laundry.

Daily

Return resident clothing carts to laundry once emptied by nursing and place in front of the elevators

Daily

After residents breakfast & lunch; Sweep and wash dining room and servery;

Daily

Clothing Carts

Remove dish cart garbage, servery garbage, garbage from under sink and dispose;

Daily

Empty recycle bins and dispose in appropriate bin, check broken glass containers and empty as needed;

Daily

Clean baseboards and kick plates

Daily

Dining Rooms

Common Area
Washrooms

Cleaning of Dining
Rooms

Dry mop & auto scrub common area outside of Poplar

Daily

Checked and cleaned, Infection Control Rooms cleaned & checked off on sheet

Daily

Cleaning of Resident Dining

Daily

Stools, chairs and lounge chairs

Daily

Wipe and dust wood shelves and wood gates

Daily

Clean windows and screens
Other

All other related caretaking duties as assigned.

Windows and
Screens

Tub room, activity area, dining room, T.V. area and end of hallways

Balcony Area

Wipe down furniture, benches and tables, clean glass, sweep area and remove cobwebs from walls and ceiling
(Seasonal)

Cleaning Cart

Empty and wash out toilet container; Fill microfiber container; fill spray bottles, if needed; place, toilet paper, soap
refills, swifter pads and white bags to restock carts. Place clean and fully stocked cart back in housekeeping closet.

Admissions &
Procedure

Admissions Protocol - Refer to “New Admission” Protocol
Follow all Huron Lodge and Corporate procedures.

Quarterly
Daily
Quarterly
Weekly or As
Required
Daily

Daily
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HOME AREA 4-1 (DOGWOOD) 7AM-3PM Shift
TASK
Offices

Stock
Carbolizing
Setups

Cleaning RHA's

Resident Sitting
Lounge

DUTIES
Complete cleaning duties (Garbage, floors, vents, dusting, etc.) of the:
Room # 4310 (Nursing Office), Room #4313 and Room #4316
4th Floor Classroom
Add stock list to order sheet; pick up stock from common closet and put away in RHA housekeeping closet

FREQ.
Daily

Weekly

Check with nursing for carbolizing beds, if needed – MUST sign off on carbolize sheet

Daily

Check for setups and/or furniture/Resident moves – Ask for assistance

Daily

All common areas require cleaning and disinfecting of high touch surfaces including chair arms, table legs, door
handles, light switches and cabinet faces. Dry mopping and washing floors; garbage & recycle pickups; spill cleanup;
dusting, water coolers, etc.

Daily

Wash floor, wipe window sills, T.V., end tables, lamps, chairs

Daily

Dust shelves, knick knacks, dust fireplace and overhang

Weekly

Clean
Consultation
Room

Wash sinks and counters; check and fill paper towels, empty garbage; dust vents, sweep and wash floor

Weekly

Clean Medication
Room

Wash sinks and counters, check and fill paper towels, empty garbage, dust vents, sweep and wash floor

Weekly

RHA Sink Areas

Clean small sink outside of pod area, sign in ledge outside RHA area & restock products

RHA Activity
Areas

Daily

Clean the two public washrooms in the activity area;

2X Daily

Wash sink, clean mirrors, clean toilet & base,

2X Daily

Check & stock paper towels/soap dispenser,

2X Daily

Sweep and wash floors

Daily

Clean up all spills on counters, floors, etc., clean window glass & screens, use OXIVIR on Culligan drain bowl.

As required

Cleaning of all
Resident Rooms

Empty garbage, sweep and wash floor and clean toilets daily. Clean up all spills on counters, floors, clean and
disinfect high touch points including but not limited to: call bells, hand rails, light switches, T.V. remotes, phone
handsets, door knobs and plumbing handles. Fill toilet paper & paper towel dispenser, spot clean ceiling vents,
ensure room has designated furniture and that furniture placement does not block access to resident and staff. Use
Oxivir on overhead lifts and remotes.

Daily & As
Required

Cleaning infection
control rooms

Clean infection control rooms as per protocol and sign check sheet located in soiled utility room.

Daily

Wash and wipe (Oxivir): dresser, end table and window sill; T.V., phone, lamps; use extractor on chairs (as
required); dust personal items, dust vents, wash wall behind garbage pail & furniture, clean baseboards, windows,
carbolize bed-rails, all door handles, call bell, light switch, ceiling’s and light fixtures to be taken down and washed
(as required), Curtain rods should be cleaned and lubricate tracks. Use Oxivir on overhead lifts and remotes.
Monday -

Deep Clean
Rooms

4110-4114 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Tuesday -

4115-4118 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Wed -

4119-4123 – Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Thurs -

4124-4141 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Friday -

4142-4146 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Sat. -

4147-4150 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Sun.

4151-4155 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Daily

Remember – Change microfiber after each room & more frequently in each room when required or in case of
outbreak. NOTE: If resident is under infection control or has resident behaviour issues, you must use
microswiffer pads in the washroom and then use a separate clean pad(s) for bedroom.
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HOME AREA 4-1 (DOGWOOD) 7AM-3PM Shift
TASK

DUTIES
Take garbage out of soiled utility room, bring to garbage compactor & empty, return cart to area as labelled.

Garbage

Wash garbage bin in cart wash (use Eliminex), and return the empty bin to soiled utility room. Ensure that bins are
returned to their areas as labelled.

FREQ.
Daily
Weekly

Utility Rooms

Wash and clean utility rooms; wash sinks and counters; check and fill paper towels; empty garbage; sweep and wash
floor; dust vents, take out empty "Attends" boxes (put them in soiled utility room).

Daily

Sitting Areas

Wash sitting areas – wash wooden benches and radiator (at the end of both hallways)

Daily

Carbolize all hallway light switches; door knobs; handrails, all touch surfaces

Daily

Hallways
Vacuuming

Vacuum all corners, baseboards, window sills, door sills as required

As required

Deliver personal clothing carts to the RHA’s from Laundry.

Daily

Return resident clothing carts to laundry once emptied by nursing and place in front of the elevators

Daily

After residents breakfast & lunch; Sweep and wash dining room and servery;

Daily

Clothing Carts

Remove dish cart garbage, servery garbage, garbage from under sink and dispose;

Daily

Empty recycle bins and dispose in appropriate bin, check broken glass containers and empty as needed;

Daily

Clean baseboards and kick plates

Daily

Dining Rooms

Temperatures of 3rd floor staff room refrigerators are to be taken daily once during your shift.

Daily

Refrigerators

Wipe out fridge, throw out any garbage, clean out cupboards & wipe clean
Common Area
Washrooms

Cleaning of Dining
Rooms

Dry mop & auto scrub common area outside of Poplar

Daily

Checked and cleaned, Infection Control Rooms cleaned & checked off on sheet

Daily

Cleaning of Resident Dining

Daily

Stools, chairs and lounge chairs

Daily

Wipe and dust wood shelves and wood gates

Daily

Clean windows and screens
Other
Windows and
Screens

All other related caretaking duties as assigned.
Tub room, activity area, dining room, T.V. area and end of hallways

Cleaning Cart

Wipe down furniture, benches and tables, clean glass, sweep area and remove cobwebs from walls and ceiling
(Seasonal)
Empty and wash out toilet container; Fill microfiber container; fill spray bottles, if needed; place, toilet paper, soap
refills, swifter pads and white bags to restock carts. Place clean and fully stocked cart back in housekeeping closet.

Admissions &
Procedure

Admissions Protocol - Refer to “New Admission” Protocol
Follow all Huron Lodge and Corporate procedures.

Balcony Area

Weekly

Quarterly
Daily
Quarterly
Weekly or As
Required
Daily

Daily
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HOME AREA 4-2 (SYCAMORE) 7AM-3PM Shift
TASK
Offices

Stock
Carbolizing
Setups

Cleaning RHA's

Resident Sitting
Lounge

DUTIES
Complete cleaning duties (Garbage, floors, vents, sink, dusting, etc.) of the:
Room # 4306, Room # 4307, Room # 4314;
Craft Room #4317
Add stock list to order sheet; pick up stock from common closet and put away in RHA housekeeping closet

FREQ.
Daily

Weekly

Check with nursing for carbolizing beds, if needed – MUST sign off on carbolize sheet

Daily

Check for setups and/or furniture/Resident moves – Ask for assistance

Daily

All common areas require cleaning and disinfecting of high touch surfaces including chair arms, table legs, door
handles, light switches and cabinet faces. Dry mopping and washing floors; garbage & recycle pickups; spill cleanup;
dusting, water coolers, etc.

Daily

Wash floor, wipe window sills, T.V., end tables, lamps, chairs

Daily

Dust shelves, knick knacks, dust fireplace and overhang

Weekly

Clean
Consultation
Room

Wash sinks and counters; check and fill paper towels, empty garbage; dust vents, sweep and wash floor

Weekly

Clean Medication
Room

Wash sinks and counters, check and fill paper towels, empty garbage, dust vents, sweep and wash floor

Weekly

RHA Sink Areas

Clean small sink outside of pod area, sign in ledge outside RHA area & restock products

RHA Activity
Areas

Daily

Clean the two public washrooms in the activity area;

2X Daily

Wash sink, clean mirrors, clean toilet & base,

2X Daily

Check & stock paper towels/soap dispenser,

2X Daily

Sweep and wash floors

Daily

Clean up all spills on counters, floors, etc., clean window glass & screens, use OXIVIR on Culligan drain bowl.

As required

Cleaning of all
Resident Rooms

Empty garbage, sweep and wash floor and clean toilets daily. Clean up all spills on counters, floors, clean and
disinfect high touch points including but not limited to: call bells, hand rails, light switches, T.V. remotes, phone
handsets, door knobs and plumbing handles. Fill toilet paper & paper towel dispenser, spot clean ceiling vents,
ensure room has designated furniture and that furniture placement does not block access to resident and staff. Use
Oxivir on overhead lifts and remotes.

Daily & As
Required

Cleaning infection
control rooms

Clean infection control rooms as per protocol and sign check sheet located in soiled utility room.

Daily

Wash and wipe (Oxivir): dresser, end table and window sill; T.V., phone, lamps; use extractor on chairs (as
required); dust personal items, dust vents, wash wall behind garbage pail & furniture, clean baseboards, windows,
carbolize bed-rails, all door handles, call bell, light switch, ceiling’s and light fixtures to be taken down and washed
(as required), Curtain rods should be cleaned and lubricate tracks. Use Oxivir on overhead lifts and remotes.

Deep Clean
Rooms

Monday -

4110-4114 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Tuesday -

4115-4118 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Wed -

4119-4123 – Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Thurs -

4124-4141 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Friday -

4142-4146 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Sat. -

4147-4150 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Sun.

4151-4155 - Rooms to be Hospital Clean

Daily

Remember – Change microfiber after each room & more frequently in each room when required or in case of
outbreak. NOTE: If resident is under infection control or has resident behaviour issues, you must use
microswiffer pads in the washroom and then use a separate clean pad(s) for bedroom.
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HOME AREA 4-2 (SYCAMORE) 7AM-3PM Shift
TASK

DUTIES
Take garbage out of soiled utility room, bring to garbage compactor & empty, return cart to area as labelled.

Garbage

Wash garbage bin in cart wash (use Eliminex), and return the empty bin to soiled utility room. Ensure that bins are
returned to their areas as labelled.

FREQ.
Daily
Weekly

Utility Rooms

Wash and clean utility rooms; wash sinks and counters; check and fill paper towels; empty garbage; sweep and wash
floor; dust vents, take out empty "Attends" boxes (put them in soiled utility room).

Daily

Sitting Areas

Wash sitting areas – wash wooden benches and radiator (at the end of both hallways)

Daily

Carbolize all hallway light switches; door knobs; handrails, all touch surfaces

Daily

Hallways
Vacuuming

Vacuum all corners, baseboards, window sills, door sills as required

As required

Deliver personal clothing carts to the RHA’s from Laundry.

Daily

Return resident clothing carts to laundry once emptied by nursing and place in front of the elevators

Daily

After residents breakfast & lunch; Sweep and wash dining room and servery;

Daily

Clothing Carts

Remove dish cart garbage, servery garbage, garbage from under sink and dispose;

Daily

Empty recycle bins and dispose in appropriate bin, check broken glass containers and empty as needed;

Daily

Clean baseboards and kick plates

Daily

Dining Rooms

Common Area
Washrooms

Cleaning of Dining
Rooms

Dry mop & auto scrub common area outside of Poplar

Daily

Checked and cleaned, Infection Control Rooms cleaned & checked off on sheet

Daily

Cleaning of Resident Dining

Daily

Stools, chairs and lounge chairs
Wipe and dust wood shelves and wood gates
Clean windows and screens

Other

All other related caretaking duties as assigned.

Windows and
Screens

Tub room, activity area, dining room, T.V. area and end of hallways

Balcony Area

Wipe down furniture, benches and tables, clean glass, sweep area and remove cobwebs from walls and ceiling
(Seasonal)

Cleaning Cart

Empty and wash out toilet container; Fill microfiber container; fill spray bottles, if needed; place, toilet paper, soap
refills, swifter pads and white bags to restock carts. Place clean and fully stocked cart back in housekeeping closet.

Admissions &
Procedure

Admissions Protocol - Refer to “New Admission” Protocol
Follow all Huron Lodge and Corporate procedures.

Daily
Daily
Quarterly
Daily
Quarterly
Weekly or As
Required
Daily

Daily
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AFTERNOONS - 3rd & 4th Floor, 3PM-11pm Shift
TASK
Safety
Work Order
Stock
Setups
Cleaning Infection
Control Rooms

DUTIES

FREQ.

Remember to work as a team with your partner.
PICK UP RADIO AND SWIFFER PADS THEN START ON 3
TO COMPLETE DUTIES

Daily
RD

TH

FLOOR WHEN DUTIES ARE COMPLETE-> MOVE TO 4 FLOOR

Complete stock order list.

Daily

Check for setups and/or furniture/Resident moves – Work as a team

Daily

Clean infection control rooms as per protocol and sign check sheet located in soiled utility room.

Daily

Clean bathrooms and re-stock all public & staff bathrooms, Men's & Ladies Locker Room, 2 bathrooms @ Nursing
stations on 3RD and 4TH floors and small sink outside RHAs’s. – Sign check sheets when complete
Cleaning of
Bathrooms

Daily

2X Daily

Clean mirrors, sink, toilets and base, handrails, door knobs, empty garbage, baseboards, dust vents and dry/wep
mop the floor;

2X Daily

Use stainless steel polish on paper dispensers and kick plates

2X Daily

Stock soap, paper products as required

2X Daily

Cleaning of the
Snoezelen Room

Clean all activity areas in all 4 RHA’s, Wipe windowsills, windows, screens, wash sink, restock soap & paper products,
dust shelves & vents, counters, table, chairs, empty garbages, dry/wet mop floor, check water cooler overflow tray,
empty as required, check that drain hose at rear of unit is intact and clean as required.

Daily

Cleaning of the
Nursing Stations

Dry/Wet mop the floors, empty garbage, wipe desk top, counter, clean glass, computer keyboard, phones, dust vents.

Daily

Soiled Utility
Rooms

Take out garbage, soiled linen and attends from RHAs on all floors - 2x pershift

2X per Shift Daily

After Nursing has emptied the resident clothing carts they are to be placed in front of the elevators. Carts are to be
delivered back to laundry by E.S.

Daily

Dry mop resident home area, hallways, activity area, sitting lounge, all common areas and the main entrance to RHA’s
and dining rooms.

Daily

Cleaning Core
Area

Dry mop and Autoscrub front and back of elevators, tuck shop cafe area, in front of offices and the auditorium.

Daily

Cleaning of the
Auto Scrubber

Clean/wash down the auto scrubber and place back chemical storage room #1245. Remove dirty pads from machine
and wash and hang to dry. Empty and wash out dirty water in the Auto Scrubber and be sure to empty all clean water.
Remember to leave the top off to air dry overnight, wipe blades on bottom and plug in Auto Scrubber's to allow units
to fully charge for next shift. Be sure to Record run/charge times on log sheet provided.

Daily

Cleaning Staff
Luch Room

Check and clean 3RD floor staff Lunch room after last break - wipe tables, counters, microwaves, check water cooler
overflow tray and empty as required, check that drain hose is intact & clean, empty garbage, dry/wet mop

Daily

Clothing Carts

Cleaning RHA's

Refrigerator
Temps

Recording of temperatures of the 3
taken during your shift daily.

RD

floor staff room refrigerators and the cafe refrigerator and freezers are to be

Daily

Cleaning Servery
& Pantry Areas

Clean all 4 RHA’s dining rooms and serveries, dry/wet mop or autoscrub floor; remove garbage under sink in servery,
dish cart and pantry garbage, recycle, nursing station and activity area for disposal and dust vents.

Daily

Tub & Shower
Rooms

Clean all 3 Tub & Shower rooms – wash mirror, sink, toilet and base, empty garbage, sweep and wash tub and shower
floor, clean rails, dust vents, stock products. Follow monthly stop slip procedure and document. Add Eliminex nightly
to floor drains.

Daily
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AFTERNOONS - 3rd & 4th Floor, 3PM-11pm Shift
TASK

DUTIES

FREQ.

Recycle Bins

Empty bins from recycle room to appropriate outside bins

Daily

Broken Glass

Check broken glass container in soiled utility room & pantries and empty as needed

Daily

Put dirty micro pads in plastic bag, bring to laundry

Daily

Clean floor and sink in housekeeping closet

Daily

Clean stairwell "E" to be cleaned daily from 3RD floor up to Penthouse –> dry mop or vacuum and wet mop stairs, use
Oxivir on all hand rails from penthouse to basement (most commonly used)

Daily

Dirty Pads
Housekeeping
closet

Cleaning of
Stairwells

Clean stairwells – A, B, C, D Sweep and wash stairs, carbolize hand rails from penthouse to basement. Wash
windows and sills, Dust walls & fire stretcher & blankets for cob webs.

Weekly

Clean housekeeping cart - Empty and wash out toilet container – fill microfiber containers, fill chemical bottles if
needed, toilet paper, soap refills, swiffer pads on cart, etc. Wash out sink and wash floor, dirty micro pad in plastic bag
bring to laundry.

Daily

All other caretaking duties as assigned

Daily

Laundry

Attend laundry in basement and rotate soiled laundry bins a few times throughout shift.
An Empty Bin MUST be placed at the bottom of laundry chute before leaving your shift! (Fire Hazard)

Daily

General

Follow all Huron Lodge and Corporate procedures.

Daily

Housekeeping
Cart

Other
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KITCHEN
DAILY DUTIES
SEE SECURITY FOR THE SWIPE CARD (ESK1/2) AT START OF SHIFT
 Empty and Sweep entire kitchen.
 Do daily/weekly big jobs listed below.
Monday – Dishwasher Area
 Wash all garbage pails (7 large / 4 small) inside and out.
 Scrub all dollies.
 Take apart fan and clean ceiling vents and drop vents (12)
 Clean dirty linen carts.
 Make sure garbage pails are dry and re-bagged.
Tuesday – Cooking Bank Area 1
 Fast Foam back splash, hood, and outside of ovens.
 Hose under ovens to remove greases and debris.
 General wipe down of area such as bumpers, legs, freezer, etc.
 Squeegee water out from under ovens.
 Wipe down outside of hot carts
 Use stainless steel cleaner as needed.
Wednesday – Cooking Bank Area 2
 Fast Foam oven hood. NOTE – Do Not Fast Foam oven hood if there is food in rational oven. Switch
duties with Thursdays.
 Ensure all oven vents are covered.
 Wash all knife holders in dishwasher.
 Remove and wash all drain covers and pour approximately one (1) cup of Eliminex in drains.
 Use stainless steel cleaner as needed.
Thursday – Service Area and Hot Carts
 Wipe down walls and floors in service area.
 Remove pans from hot cart and place in pot sink.
 Remove racks and heating element cover and bring to dishwasher.
 Place on dish racks and spray with Fast Foam. Leave racks sit for at least ½ hour. Rinse and run through
dishwasher.
 DO NOT Spray water inside hot carts – Place towels inside the carts to make sure no water gets in as this
will damage the heating element.
 Use Fast Foam or Clean & Shine inside and out of hot carts. Wash and rinse.
 Put racks back in hot carts and use stainless steel cleaner outside of hot carts.
 Ensure controls & elements are thoroughly dried as this will cause damage if left wet.
Friday - Cooking Bank Area 1 and 2
 Wash all screen, windows, and sills.
 Wash fan in dishwasher and pot wash area (4)
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 Wash blue cart by pot sink.
 First Friday of month, wash all shelves instead of all screen, windows, and sills.
Saturday - Ovens 1 Double Garland and 3 Garland Ovens
 Remove racks from inside and on top of ovens, take to pot sink and spray with Fast Foam allow it to sit
for at least 1 hour.
 Scrub inside and rinse thoroughly. All racks to be scrubbed together.
 Please be cautious of water on control panels
 Re-install racks in the oven and use stainless steel cleaner as needed.
Sunday - Pantries
 Remove all equipment. Wash floors.

Nightly Duties SEE SECURITY FOR THE SWIPE CARD AT START OF SHIFT
 Total cleaning of Dishwasher area – do not park any equipment in front of emergency door or fire hose
window
 Total cleaning of Cooking bank 1 , floor, Wash equipment and back splash and inside grate area in
cooking bank 2 with Clean & Shine and rinse
 Wash floor grates from cooking bank 2 only.
 Use mop, pail and get cart ready – auto scrubber if preferred
 Wash all fridge doors in cooking bank 2 and service area
 Check for splashes on ceiling and clean as required.
 Use caution when spraying water around equipment. Example: Convection oven as controls are
sensitive and will not operate when exposed to water and this will damage equipment
 Hose all problem areas on walls and floors etc. Use caution.
 Hose under counters, sinks, and equipment. Use caution.
 Hose and wash all floor grates and drain basket in cart wash area, wash down all walls with Clean &
Shine in cart wash area, wipe down walls, legs, bumpers, doors and dishwasher machines.
 Scrub floor stains with Clean & Shine and rinse.
 Mop & Squeegee under all counters, sinks, and cooking equipment along with all other areas of the
kitchen that the auto scrubber cannot reach.
 Hose and wash all stainless steel walls around pot sink with Clean & Shine and rinse.
 Wipe down entrance door
 Counter backsplashes, plastic hamper lids, hanging racks, small air vents(4)
 Wash mop, pail, and auto scrubber.
 Do walk around and wipe any missed areas.
 Put cart away, clean and restock closet.
 Perform Attends run @ 7am on all floors and cardboard run @ 5:30am every Wednesday night.
 Complete, sign and hand in your check off list to your supervisor.
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PENTHOUSE (Mechanical Room)
TASK

DUTIES

FREQ.

Clean stairwell "E" to be cleaned from 4th floor to Penthouse –> dry mop or vacuum and wet mop stairs, use Oxivir on
all hand rails from 4th floor to Penthouse

Weekly

Wash windows and sills, Dust walls for cob webs.

Weekly

Use damp rag to wipe dust from top of humidifiers, air handlers and table tops.

Monthly

Organizing

Organize drawings, supplies or products left on table tops. Check with maintenance engineer or supervisor if unsure
where products are stored prior to moving.

Weekly

General Cleaning

Cleaning and disinfect all high touch surfaces including chair arms, door handles and light switches. Empty garbage &
recycle bins and dispose into appropriate containers in the back of the house.
- Wash sink and wipe computer top and desk surfaces; check and fill paper towels, sweep the floor, dust vents or
areas as needed or required.

Weekly

Cleaning of
Stairwells

Dusting

Vacuuming

Floor Washing

Other

Other Procedures

Vacuum areas as required or as directed by Supervisor or maintenance engineer.
Use the Floor Scrubber #2, Micromatic M17B located in the recycle room #1254. Coordinate this work with the
maintenance engineer or supervisor.

As required

Monthly

All other related caretaking duties as assigned.

Daily

Follow all Huron Lodge and Corporate procedures.

Daily

All flooring in the facility requiring stripping and waxing will be done at least once every year. This
schedule assumes that the process will be done in phases on a daily basis.
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FLOOR CARE (Stripping & Waxing)
TASK

DUTIES

Equipment

Perform Circle check on equipment before using, notify supervisor if equipment is defective and follow Defective
Equipment Procedures.
Utilization of all floor and furniture cleaning equipment is a requirement of this position.

Shift work

On an adhoc basis, these 2 positions will also be scheduled to work afternoon/midnight shift throughout the year to
accomodate floor care in elevators and high traffic areas not possible during daytime hours. These will be scheduled
in advance .

Supplies

Floor Care

Furniture Care
Air Mattress Care

Autoscrubbing

Burnishing
Tub & Shower
Rooms

FREQ.
Daily

Semi-Annual

Get all supplies and equipment required for the day.

Daily

Review schedule for intensive floor maintenance (stripping & waxing) requirements (versus daily sweeping/mopping
requirements of the RHA’s) See Supervisor for daily scheduled floor care or other duties.

Daily

Review schedule for intensive furniture cleaning & extraction maintenance requirements. See Supervisor for
scheduled furniture care maintenance. Complete all documentation & submit to clerk.

Semi - Annual
or as needed

Review schedule for cleaning of air mattress and maintenance requirements. See Supervisor for scheduled air
mattress care & maintenance. Complete all documentation & submit to clerk.

Semi - Annual
or as needed

Autoscrubbing RHA hallways and core areas in facility, topscrubbing and topcoating, buffing; burnishing and re-coating
on a regular scheduled basis.

Daily

Burnishing of RHA hallways and core areas in facility, topscrubbing and topcoating, buffing; burnishing and re-coating
on a regular scheduled basis.

Quarterly or
as needed

Topscrubbing of tub and shower tile floors and application of "stop-slip" product.

Monthly

Other Duties

Provide assistance to supplement vacant position in RHA's or for outside maintenance, including usage of related
equipment especially in inclement weather. Eg: Tractor, Salt Spreaders, etc.

Daily

Floor Care

Dry mop floors before autoscrubbing. Work with team members on RHA) Use a wet “magic eraser” with a long
doodle bug handle to remove black marks on floors, then burnish.

Daily

Cleaning of the Auto
Scrubber

Clean/wash down the auto scrubber and place back chemical storage room #1245. Remove dirty pads from machine
and wash and hang to dry. Empty and wash out dirty water in the Auto Scrubber and be sure to empty all clean water.
Remember to leave the top off to air dry overnight, wipe blades on bottom and plug in Auto Scrubber's to allow units
to fully charge for next shift.

Daily

Equipment Charging

Equipment must be plugged in at the end of the shift. Be sure to record run/charge times on log sheet provided.
Paperwork must be documented and submitted.

Daily

Storage Area

Keep storage and work area organized, clean and stocked.

Daily

Other Duties

All other related caretaking duties as assigned.

Daily

Supply list to be completed weekly and submitted to E.S. Clerk on Monday morning.

Daily

Clean housekeeping cart, Stock needs to be put away on arrival and cart needs to be ready for use by the next shift.
Place dirty micro pads in plastic bag and bring down to laundry at end of shift.

Daily

Supplies

Housekeeping Carts
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LAUNDRY
DAILY DUTIES
START DRYERS TO UNWRINKLE CLOTHING LEFT IN BINS AND/OR DRYERS FROM DAY BEFORE. SORT, FOLD OR HANG ALL
LINEN/CLOTHING/CLEANING SUPPLIES

CHECK COMPUTER FOR EMAILS, SECURITY FOR NEW ADMISSIONS OR LAUNDRY

COMPLETE RESIDENT CLOTHING INVENTORY SHEETS FOR ALL CLOTHING ARTICLES, PREPARE NAME & RHA LABELS, APPLY LABELS TO ALL
CLOTHING ARTICLES INCLUDING DOCUMENTATION AND SUBMIT TO SUPERVISOR
CHECK LAUNDRY CHUTE – SORT BAGS BY COLOUR INTO PROPER BINS AND ENSURE CHUTE IS CLEAR AT ALL TIMES. (THIS IS A FIRE SAFETY
CONCERN)
UNLOAD CLEAN BINS FROM DAY BEFORE-HANG CLOTHING AND PLACE FOLDED CLOTHING IN SLOTS ON RESIDENT HOME AREA (RHA)
CARTS
UNLOAD DRYERS AND PLACE INTO CLEAN LAUNDRY BINS

UNLOAD WASHERS AND FILL DRYERS

UTILIZE SMALL WASHING MACHINE FOR SPECIAL LOADS INCLUDING DELICATE RESIDENT CLOTHING, SPECIAL REQUESTS OR SMALL
LOADS
REMOVE SIMILAR COLORED BAGS FROM BINS IN THE SOILED LINEN ROOM AND WEIGH/RECORD, THEN LOOSEN BAG CORDS AND PLACE
BAGS/LAUNDRY INTO WASHING MACHINES. RECORD NUMBER OF DAILY WASH AND DRY LOADS FOR ALL EQUIPMENT AND SUBMIT ALL
RECORDS DAILY TO THE SUPERVISOR.

UNLOAD WASHERS AND RELOAD WASHERS. SOME LINEN SUPPLIES THAT ARE PROVIDED BY BRITES LINEN ARE ROUTINELY MIXED IN
WITH RESIDENT LAUNDRY. THIS LINEN IS TO BE WASHED AND DRIED AND PLACED BACK INTO CIRCULATION.

AT APPROXIMATELY 9:00 AM, EMPTY NAPKINS AND PLACEMATS FROM KITCHEN BAGS INTO WASHERS TO ENSURE SUPPLY FOR MEAL
TIMES

UNLOAD WASHERS PLACE INTO DRYERS, RELOAD WASHERS

CONTINUE FOLDING AND HANGING CLOTHES, SORT/PAIR SOCKS
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LAUNDRY
DAILY DUTIES
LABEL CLOTHING, RE-ORDER SUPPLIES AS REQUIRED, ANSWER PHONE, CHECK E-MAILS, RESOLVE ANY LAUNDRY RELATED ISSUES WITH
NURSING STAFF RESIDENTS AND ADMINISTRATION.

ENSURE THAT A SUFFICIENT STOCK OF TEA TOWELS IS AVAILABLE FOR DISTRIBUTION TO ALL FLOORS. SUFFICIENT CONTIGENCY SUPPLY
TO BE MAINTAINED IN LAUNDRY IN CASE OF SHORTAGES (SUPPLIED & LAUNDERED BY BRITES LINEN).

ENSURE THAT THE SUPPLEMENTAL LAUNDRY CART IS FULLY STOCKED WITH SOAKER PADS, BIBS, GOWNS, TOWELS, WASH/FACE AND PERICARE CLOTHS AND FITTED SHEETS (SUPPLIED & LAUNDERED BY BRITES LINEN). THIS SUPPLIES ON THIS CART ARE TO BE USED IN CASE OF
TEMPORARY SHORTAGES ON THE UNITS.

ENSURE THAT TABLE LINENS, SKIRTING (FOR SETUPS & CLASSROOM) AND TUB & SHOWER ROOM CURTAINS ARE WASHED AND
AVAILABLE FOR USE.

WASH, DRY & FOLD RESIDENT ROOM CURTAINS AS REQUIRED FOR COMPLETE ROOM CLEANINGS (CARBOLIZATION) AT LEAST ANNUALLY
OR AS REQUIRED

FINISH SORTING, LOADING RHA CARTS, ROTATING CLOTHING FROM WASHERS INTO DRYERS

DELIVER FULLY STOCKED LAUNDRY CARTS UP TO ALL FLOORS FOR DISTRIBUTION BY NURSING TO RESIDENTS AND COORDINATE TIME FOR
RETURN TO LAUNDRY

ATTEND TO ANY LAUNDRY CONCERNS OR COMPLAINTS WITH NURSING, SUPERVISOR OR WITH RESIDENTS AND STAFF.

DELIVER KITCHEN CART WITH CLEAN NAPKINS, PLACEMATS AND TEA TOWELS TO ALL RHA'S.

MONITOR INVENTORY OF LAUNDRY CHEMICAL SUPPLY AND ORDER OR ADVISE SUPERVISOR IF SUPPLIES ARE REQUIRED OR IF
PROBLEMS.
CLEAN ALL LAUNDRY AREAS INCLUDING BINS AND CARTS AS NEEDED. ENSURE LINT SCREENS ARE CHECKED/CLEANED AT LEAST 2 TIMES
PER DAY AND AT THE END OF THE SHIFT. USE SOFT BRUSH ONLY AS SCREENS ARE VERY DELICATE AND REPORT ANY DAMAGE
IMMEDIATELY.
REPAIR LAUNDRY BAGS OR OTHER ITEMS AS REQUIRED. COMMUNICATE WITH SUPERVISOR FOR ALL REQUIRED SUPPLIES.

FILL DRYERS AND LOAD WASHERS BEFORE LEAVING SHIFT. LAUNDRY CHUTE & BINS MUST ALSO BE CLEAR BEFORE LEAVING YOUR SHIFT
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-END OF APPENDIX “I” –
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